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Samenvatting
Het Europese aalbestand maakt al tientallen jaren een gestage achteruitgang door, en daarom zijn er dringend
beschermingsmaatregelen geadviseerd. De EU Verordening 1100/2007 verplicht de Lidstaten om een
beheersplan op te stellen (2009), beschermingsmaatregelen te nemen (2010), de ontwikkeling van het bestand te
monitoren (voortgaand) en in 2012 te evalueren en rapporteren. Dit rapport bespreekt en analyseert de methodiek
voor dat laatste onderwerp: evaluatie.
In dit rapport worden methodes en concepten voor evaluatie besproken. De wetenschappelijke onderbouwing voor
het internationale herstelplan was zwak (voorzorgsbeginsel), de huidige wetenschappelijke basis voor de evaluatie
is zo mogelijk nog zwakker. Hoewel dit rapport opgezet is om kwantitatieve methodes te ontwikkelen, gaat het
merendeel van de discussie uiteindelijk over de conceptuele inhoud. Mogelijke oplossingen worden aangedragen.
De ontwikkeling van evaluatiemethodes, zoals in dit rapport, zal kunnen profiteren van internationale
samenwerking en standaardisatie. Daarom is dit rapport bovenal opgezet als bijdrage aan de internationale
discussie, en is het daarom in het Engels geschreven (met deze Nederlandstalige samenvatting). De volgende
onderwerpen worden besproken: 1. de basis voor de streefgetallen in de stockrecruitmentrelatie, 2. de relatie
tussen lokaal gevoerd beheer en de toestand van het internationale bestand, 3. het mogelijke effect van
dichtheidsafhankelijke processen op streefwaarden, toestandsindicatoren en evaluatie, 4. een inventarisatie van
toestandsindicatoren, streefwaardes en evaluatietoetsen, 5. een grafische presentatie van de toestand van een
lokaal bestand in relatie tot de streefwaarden, en tenslotte 6. een conceptuele discussie van de vereisten voor een
toestandsbeoordelingsmodel.
1. De doelstelling van de Aal Verordening is het bestand te beschermen en herstellen, door een minimale omvang
van de paaistand te garanderen. Deze doelstelling en de gekozen streefgetallen zijn gebaseerd op algemene
principes van de voorzorgsbenadering, maar komen niet overeen met de historisch waargenomen trends. Dit
gebrek aan overeenstemming tussen aannames en waarnemingen zal mogelijk tot verwarring aanleiding geven
tijdens de evaluatie.
2. Lokale streefgetallen, die overeenstemmen met de internationale streefwaardes, vormen een afdoende garantie
voor een voldoende internationale bescherming. Maar anderzijds zal de implementatie van deze streefwaardes in
een bepaald gebied niet kunnen garanderen, dat het bestand zich werkelijk herstelt, omdat een lokaal duurzaam
beheer niet garandeert is dat de streefwaardes in alle landen ook bereikt zijn.
3. Op basis van een simpele simulatie van een klein aantal scenario’s, is een beslissingsschema gemaakt om de
invloed van mogelijke dichtheidsafhankelijkheid op streefwaardes en toestandsindicatoren vast te stellen. Als het
bestand zich op het maximale draagkrachtniveau bevindt, zelfs nu de glasaalintrek zo laag ligt, dan kunnen de
streefwaardes betrekkelijk eenvoudig daaraan worden aangepast. In alle andere gevallen zal een aanpassing van
de streefwaardes aan de (aangenomen of aangetoonde) dichtheidsafhankelijkheid het herstel van het bestand
vertragen, of mogelijk zelfs in de waagschaal zetten.
4. Op basis van een opsomming van mogelijke toestandsindicatoren en streefgetallen, wordt een overzicht
samengesteld van de toetsingsmogelijkheden voor een evaluatie. Voor het meest veelbelovende streefgetal
(levenslange, door de mens veroorzaakte sterfte) worden echter wijd uiteenlopende waardes afgeleid. Verdere
analyse is gewenst.
5. De standaard grafische presentatie van de Internationale Raad voor het Zeeonderzoek (het voorzorgsdiagram)
voldoet voor bestanden die zich dicht bij de streefgetallen bevinden. De aalstand van het IJsselmeer is echter zo
ver verwijderd van de streefbeeld (biomassa veel te laag, sterfte veel te hoog), dat het standaard diagram niet
zinvol meer is. Een aangepast diagram wordt voorgesteld, waarin de levenslange visserijsterfte op de verticale as
afgebeeld wordt, en de paaibiomassa op de logaritmische horizontale as, Voorgesteld wordt om alle
beheerseenheden in Europa op een dergelijk diagram te gaan plotten.
6. Methodes voor het schatten van visbestanden zijn rijkelijk beschikbaar voor visbestanden in het algemeen, maar
voor de aal is er vrijwel geen ervaring. De overgang van de ontwikkeling van beheersplannen (analyse en simulatie)
naar monitoring en evaluatie (toestandschatting en –beoordeling) zal een drastische verandering in methodiek
nodig maken. Het rapport bediscussieerd: aannames en modelfitting versus monitoring en evidentie op basis van
monitoring, de biologische processen die in een toestandsbeoordeling moeten worden meegenomen, de
ruimtelijke en de temporele aspecten van een toestandsbeoordeling.
Tenslotte wordt een toestandsbeoordeling van het IJsselmeer gepresenteerd, die gebaseerd is op de integratie
van twee eerdere benaderingen: enerzijds een descriptief statistisch model, en anderzijds een deterministisch
processgericht model. De resultaten tonen een extreme variatie. Een verdere ontwikkeling van de methodiek is
duidelijk nog gewenst.

Voorgestelde bibliografische referentie: Dekker W. 2010 Postevaluation of eel stock management: a methodology
under construction., IMARES rapport C056/10, 69 pp.
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Summary
The eel stock in Europe is in prolonged decline, and protective measures are urgently required. The EU Eel
Regulation 1100/2007 obliges Member States to compile Eel Management Plans (2009) to implement protective
measures (2010), to monitor their stock and fisheries (continued), and to postevaluate and report by 2012. This
report addresses the methodology for the final topic: postevaluation.
In this report, methods and concepts for postevaluation have been worked out and discussed. Noting that the
scientific basis for the recovery plan was weak (precautionary action), the scientific basis for postevaluation is
even weaker. Though this report was setup to develop quantitative methodology, most of the discussion concerns
the conceptual level, and optional solutions have been explored.
The development of postevaluation methodology, as initiated in this report, will benefit from international synergy
and standardisation. Hence, this report explores several topics, as a contribution to the international discussion;
the report is written in English, with only a Dutch summary. The topics discussed cover: 1. the foundation of
biological reference points in the stockrecruitment relation, 2. the relation between local stock management and
the status of the global population, 3. the potential effect of density dependent processes on biological reference
points, stock indicators and postevaluation, 4. an inventory of stock indicators, reference points and post
evaluation tests, 5. a graphical presentation of stock status and anthropogenic impacts in relation to reference
points, and finally 6. a conceptual discussion of requirements for assessment models.
1. The objective of the Eel Regulation is to protect and recover the stock, by ensuring a minimal spawning stock
size. This objective, and the reference point chosen, is based on general precautionary principles, which do not
agree with the historically observed trends. This mismatch between assumptions and observations is likely to
confuse postevaluation.
2. If the targets for local management are copied from the international targets, a recovery of the international
stock is to be expected. However, a local regime within the limits of sustainable management does not guarantee
that the stock indeed recovers, because of potentially defecting partners elsewhere.
3. Based on a limited set of simple scenario simulations, a decision tree is presented to determine the effect of
density dependence on reference points and/or stock status. If stocks are at carrying capacity, even under
current low recruitment, it is obvious that reference points must be chosen accordingly. In all other cases,
adaptation of the reference points to the (assumed or evidenced) density dependence will slow down or jeopardise
recovery of the stock.
4. Following an inventory of available stock indicators and reference points, an overview of possible post
evaluation tests is presented. For the most promising reference point (lifetime anthropogenic mortality), widely
diverging values are derived. Further analysis is obviously required.
5. The standard presentation used by ICES (the precautionary diagram) suffices for stocks close to the objective.
For the eel stock in Lake IJsselmeer, biomass is so low and mortality that high, that the diagram is almost useless.
An alternative diagram is suggested, plotting lifetime anthropogenic mortality on the vertical axis versus spawner
escapement on the logarithmic horizontal axis. It is suggested to use this diagram for all management areas.
6. Though fish stock assessment is a well developed expertise, eel stock assessment is a nearly void discipline.
The transition from designing management plans (analysis and simulation) towards monitoring and postevaluating
of protective measures (assessment and postevaluation) will require a major switch in methodology.
Characteristics discussed include: assumptions and tuned parameters versus evidence derived from monitoring
data, the biological processes included in the assessment model, the spatial and the temporal characteristics.
Finally, an assessment of Lake IJsselmeer eel stock is presented, based on the integration of two earlier
approaches: on the one hand a descriptive statistical model, and on the other hand a deterministic process
oriented model. Results show extremely varying outcomes, suggesting that further development of the
assessment techniques is required.

Suggested bibliographic reference:
Dekker W. 2010 Postevaluation of eel stock management: a methodology under construction., IMARES report
C056/10, 69 pp.
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Introduction

1.1

Background

The stock of the European eel (Anguilla anguilla L.) is in decline: in the past century, fishing yield has gradually
declined to below 20% of former levels; since 1980, recruitment has declined to a few percent (Dekker 2004a;
ICES 2009.). The European Union has established a restoration plan (the “Eel Regulation”, EU 2007), aiming at
protection and recovery of the stock. In 2008, each EU Member State has developed a management plan for their
territories (or several, one for each river basin district), aiming at a uniform restoration target for the stock (Dekker
2008a, 2009a). These Eel Management Plans EMPs will require the implementation of protective measures
(related to fishing, water management, migration barriers, etc), and monitoring of stock and fisheries. In 2012, the
first postevaluation of the European Regulation is foreseen; Member States will be required to report on the status
of their stock and fisheries, and to indicate which positive effects their management measures have had.
Implementation of the Eel Regulation will set an unprecedented breakpoint in eel stock management, and will it is
hoped lead to a major breakpoint in stock trends. In many areas, the implementation of the EMPs will also
establish new or improved monitoring and registration programmes. The freshness of these data at the time of a
changing stock management will constitute a major challenge for the postevaluation in 2012.
Eel stock and fisheries in Lake IJsselmeer (the Netherlands) have been monitored extensively since several
decades (see Dekker 2009b for details of the available time series. Reliable data are available from the mid1980s
onwards). Following an uncontrolled rise in fishing effort in the 1970s and 1980s (Dekker 1991), a stepwise
reduction in fishing effort has been implemented, aiming at (but not yet achieving) a sustainable exploitation level.
After the initial reduction by 40% in 1989, the largest reduction was achieved in 2006 (30%). Current effort levels
are still slightly above the levels prevailing in 1970. Consequently in 2009, the ongoing monitoring programmes
for Lake IJsselmeer allow to postevaluate major changes in management, one occurring some years after the
start of the time series, the other now three years ago. The latter event parallels the situation occurring in most
other areas in 2012, in the sense that monitoring data will be available for a period of three years after the
implementation of a major break in management. Thus, the development of tools for the assessment of Lake
IJsselmeer may be regarded as an early contribution to the international postevaluation in 2012.

1.2

Objective and Approach

In preparation of the postevaluation of the Eel Regulation in 2012, the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture, Nature & Food
safety LNV (the responsible agency for fisheries management) has requested Wageningen Imares in 2009 to
initiate research, aiming at the development of adequate methodologies for postevaluation. To this end, this
report presents a conceptual analysis of requirements for adequate assessment techniques, , analyses the eel
stock and fisheries in Lake IJsselmeer with a focus on the 2006 effort reduction, applying several alternative
methods, and finally discusses the pros and cons of different approaches.
The eel stock in Lake IJsselmeer has been extremely overexploited for many decades (de Leeuw, Dekker & Buijse
2008). Because of this, the vast majority of the catch consists of yellow eel (Dekker 2000c, van Overzee et al.
2010); the impact of the yellow eel fishery has been well documented (Dekker 2000c, 2004a, 2009b). Silver eel
catches generally make up less than 10% of the total eel landings, and the impact of silver eel fishing is largely
unknown. Glass eel fisheries are not permitted (except for a small fishery for restocking purposes, which has been
allowed until the late 1990s). As a consequence, most of the discussion in this report will focus on yellow eel. The
fisheries on glass eel and silver eel both target a migratory phase. The fluid and volatile character of the migrating
phases complicates a proper assessment of the state and the anthropogenic impacts on these life stages. Since
the data on Lake IJsselmeer do not allow a proper analysis, the assessment of glass eel and silver eel will hardly
be touched in this report.
The postevaluation in 2012 will be an international process and national assessments will probably be reviewed
internationally. In order to contribute to this international process, this report is written in English, having only the
summary in Dutch.

2

Material

This chapter introduces the study site, summarises information on the stock and fisheries in the lake, and presents
a short overview of the available data.
Growth of eel in Lake IJsselmeer has been analysed through the conventional reading of the age from whole
otoliths (Deelder, 1957), but this timeseries has been discontinued in favour of a new technique (Deelder, 1976)
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which was lateron shown to be incorrect (Dekker, 1986). Though otolith collection has been continued
persistently, no ages have been read until recently. At this moment, no reliable ageing data are available, since the
historical data will need to be reviewed, and brought up to modern quality standards. The conceptual discussions
of a more general case in this report will simply assume the availability of data on age and growth, while the
practical calculations will make use of a simulated growth patterns. The sensitivity of the conclusions to the
assumed parameter values will be discussed at the end.

53”10N

Study site

6”00E

2.1

Kornwerderzand

Waddensea

Lake IJsselmeer (52º40'N 5º25'E) is a shallow, eutrophic
freshwater lake, reclaimed from the Wadden Sea (53ºN
5ºE) in 1932 by a dike (Afsluitdijk, Figure 1), substituting
the estuarine area known before as the Zuiderzee. The
surface of the lake was stepwise reduced by land
reclamation, from an original 3 470 km2 in 1932, to just
1 820 km2 since 1967. In preparation for further land
reclamation, a dam (Houtribdijk) was built in 1976,
dividing the lake into two compartments of 1200 and 620
km2, respectively, but no further reclamation has actually
taken place. In managing the fisheries, the two lake
compartments have been treated as a single management
unit. The discharge of the river IJssel into the larger
compartment (at 52º35'N 5º50'E, average 7 km3 per
annum, coming from the River Rhine) is sluiced through
the Afsluitdijk into the Wadden Sea at low tide, by passive
fall.
Freshwater fisheries, developing since the closure, have
been and are still dominated by eel. Glass eels recruit
Figure 1 Map of the study area. Major polders and
through the sluices in the Afsluitdijk at Den Oever
dikes are indicated in light grey/black, with name, year
of construction, and surface area.
(52º56'N 5º03'E) and Kornwerderzand (53º05'N 5º20'E).
The abundance of glass eels in front of the sluices in Den
Oever has been monitored since 1938, using a simple lift net (Dekker, 1998a,b, 2002, 2009b). There has been
no artificial restocking of the lake with glass eels or young yellow eels.
Afsluitdijk
1932

Den Oever

Wieringermeer
1930 - 200 km2

IJsselmeer
1200 km2

Noordoostpolder
1942 - 480 km2

Houtribdijk
1976

R. IJssel

Markermeer

1976 - 620 km2

Oost Flevoland
1957 - 540 km2

Zuid Flevoland
1968 - 430 km2

4”45E

10 km

52”15N

2.2

Eel fisheries

Trawls, fykenets, eel boxes, and longlines have been used to exploit the local stock (van Densen et al., 1990).
Commercial trawling has been the dominant fishing technique until trawling was banned in 1970. Commercial
fykenets have been used along the Afsluitdijk for silver eels mainly. Since the mid 1970s the number of fykenets
fishing for both yellow and silver eels has risen sharply (Dekker, 1991), 90% being smaller fykenets set in trains,
and the balance larger fykenets set on poles near the shore. Eel boxes were developed following the ban on
trawling. A minimum legal size limit of 28 cm applies to all gears and life stages.
Following an uncontrolled rise in fishing effort in the 1970s and 1980s (Dekker 1991), a stepwise reduction in
fishing effort has been implemented, aiming at (but not yet achieving) a sustainable exploitation level. After the
initial reduction by 40% in 1989, the largest reduction was achieved in 2006 (30%). Current effort levels are still
slightly above the levels prevailing in 1970. The resulting trend in commercial fishing effort is shown in Figure 2.
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1985: cap on fykenets

40,000

Large fykenets
Train fykenets
sum fykenets
eelboxes

30,000
20,000
10,000

2006: buy-out

1992: cap on eel boxes

Number of gears

50,000

1989: reduction fykenets

60,000

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

year
Figure 2 The number of licensed fishing gear in the eel fishery on Lake IJsselmeer. Information before 1989 is based on a
posthoc inquiry on the actual numbers used (Dekker 1991); after 1992, the licensed number of gear is shown. The reduction
inbetween is realistic.

Landing statistics from the auctions around Lake IJsselmeer are kept by the Fish Board (Figure 3); before 1994,
the Ministry of Fisheries LNV kept statistics. These statistics are broken down by species, month, harbour and
main fishing gear. Over the past 15 years, the quality of this information has deteriorated considerably, due to
misclassification of gears, and the trading of eel from other areas at IJsselmeer auctions. In recent years, a
considerable inflow of catches from other areas into the IJsselmeer auctions occurs, which can not be
distinguished from IJsselmeer catches. Amongst others, eel from Germany is traded in Urk, one of the IJsselmeer
auctions. Additionally, the Producers Organisation IJsselmeer keeps records of landings by its members. Since
these statistics have a higher coverage than those from the auctions, these do not fit well to the historical time
series.
5,000

Silver eel
Yellow eel
Combined

Registered landings (t)

4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

0
1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Year

Figure 3 Time trend in the landings from Lake IJsselmeer. For most years, yellow and silver eels have been registered
separately, but recent statistics are absent or unreliable.
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2.3

Stock surveys using standard and electrified trawls

The IJsselmeer eel stock is surveyed since about 1950, using an 8m beam trawl, targeting either eel (2 mm
mesh), or coarse fish (1620 mm mesh) with a bycatch of eel (Figure 4). The dedicated eel trawling has been
replaced in about 1980 by a 3m beam trawl, with a 300 V DC electric field between the sledges of the beam (only
2 mm mesh; Figure 5). The 8m beam trawl is continued, focusing on coarse fish only, and therefore applying a
mesh size of 19 mm only. The electrified trawl survey is now the main source of information for the eel, although
the coarse fish survey supplies some additional information. For both gears, a fixed station network is surveyed
each fall. The electrified trawl applies a 2 mm mesh in the codend, while for the 8m beam trawl, only the 1620
mm mesh size data were selected. For both survey gears, most sampling was done in fall, but in the earlier years
spring samples were collected too. These spring samples have been omitted from the current analysis, especially
since the spring sampling by electrified trawl did yield youngoftheyear eels (< 10 cm length), while the fall
sampling did not.

n

d

b

w

d

w

Figure 4 The 8m beam trawl (grote kuil) consisting of
a 27 m long net, opened by two vertical wooden poles
(danlenoes) and a horizontal 8 m beam; weights
attached to the beam keep the net to the bottom. The
net is towed behind the ship, but hauled along
starboard, as on this photograph.

2.4

Figure 5 The 3m electrified trawl (electrokor) consisting
of a 28 m long net, opened by a 3 m beam with steel
sledges on either side. Note the yellow electric cables to
the sledges. The net is towed from a crane, extending on
one side of the ship.

Market sampling of fykenet catches

For Lake IJsselmeer, the yellow eel landings are regularly
sampled at the auctions. In spring (MayJune) and autumn
(AugustSeptember), samples are taken from 4 gears
(standard fykenets, summer fykenets, longlines, and eel
boxes), from the two lake compartments (north and
south), making a total of 16 samples. Each sample
consists of approx 5 kg eel (±80 pieces). For all eels in
the samples, length (mm) and weight (gr) are determined;
for a random subsample of 25 eels, the following is
determined: sex (macroscopic, internal), maturity (yellow,
early silver, silver), liver weight (gr), stomach content
weight (gr), number of Anguillicola crassus (macroscopic),
other apparent diseases (cauliflower disease, white spot,
etc.). Otoliths are collected from the subsample, and
stored dry, but no age reading is done.
All samples are acquired directly from fishermen at the
auction, or in case of slack trade: from a fish monger.
The samples are transported to the institute, stored
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Figure 6 Summer fykenets near Makkum, set along the
road side to dry.
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overnight in closed plastic bags inside a fridge (4ºC), and measured and dissected the following day.
The minimum legal mesh size was set at 18 mm, but was raised to 20 mm in the late 1980s. 18 mm meshes are
sill allowed, if the codend of the fyke is equipped with a number of metal rings with an internal diameter of 14.5
mm, that allow undersized eels to escape. Most fishers do use metal rings, but what mesh size actually applies for
the market samples is generally unknown.
In the late 1990s, an additional sampling programme has been executed, sampling individual fyke nets rather than
landed catch, in order to quantify the (unwanted) bycatch of coarse fish. In this report, the data on coarse fish are
irrelevant, but the increased and highly detailed sampling of eel is included in the data sets.
All data sets have been computerised in the late 1980s. In the early 2000s, a new database has been set up, to
which the earlier data have been transferred. Unfortunately, the data from the transition period are currently not
available.

2.5

Recruitment monitoring

Recruitment of glass eel into Dutch waters is monitored at Den Oever (52º56'N 5º03'E)
and 11 other sites along the coast (see Dekker 2002 for a full description). To this end, a
simple 1 sq. m lift net is lowered just in front of the sluices, left to rest for a couple of
minutes, and hauled up, where after the glass eels caught are being counted. This
procedure has been applied since 1938, during approx. 100 nights in spring, at two
hourly intervals (recently hourly intervals).
The Den Oever results have been shown to correlate well to the general pattern in glass
eel recruitment in Europe (Dekker 2000a), and to the IJsselmeer yellow eel stock (Dekker
2004b).
100
number of glass eel per haul, April 22h00.
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↑↑ ↑
114
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Figure 7 Time trend in the glass eel survey at the sluices in Den Oever.

2.6

Data sets

Under the Data Collection Framework (Council Regulation 199/2008), commercial landings are registered
(quantity) and sampled (catch composition). In the Netherlands, the ongoing sampling programme on Lake
IJsselmeer has been brought under this programme, and a statistical pilot project has been set up in one province
with a view to explore the statistical properties in preparation of a countrywide sampling programme. In addition,
fish surveys are held by responsibles for water management under the Water Framework Directive, but eel has not
been designated as a target species and the data collected are currently not centrally available. Thus, the
registration and sampling of the commercial fisheries will be the main source of information for postevaluation of
eel management measures.
In this report, three data sets from Lake IJsselmeer are analysed:
1. Electrified trawl survey, known (and fixed) effort, 2mm mesh. This data set is fully documented, and the
small mesh presumably makes size selectivity a minor issue in the analysis.
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2. Standard trawl survey, known (and fixed) effort, 20mm mesh. This data set is also fully documented, but
the mesh size is comparable to the nets applied in the commercial fishery.
3. Commercial market sampling of fyke nets, unknown effort, ca. 1820mm mesh. This data set is the
target data set for postevaluation of eel management measures. It is less detailed than the previous two.
An overview of the number of samples available, the number of observations (one observation is a number per
length class), and the total number of eels that was sampled, is presented in Table 1.
For all three data sets, the data base only contains positive records of eels being observed, i.e. absence of eels in
total and length classes without eels are only implicitly coded. Since the stock is in severe decline over the period
being analysed, the frequency of zeroes (absence) is increasing continuously. Analysis of only the positive
observations results in an erroneous and confusing picture. Care has been taken to reconstruct absent length
classes (from the positive observations in other length classes) and for the survey gears, to reconstruct the
completely empty samples (from the positive catch of other species). In the earlier years, eel catches in the
coarse fish surveys were not recorded, since eel was not a target species of the survey. This shows up in the data
base as hauls without eels, which matches the implicit coding of zero catches exactly. Based on circumstantial
evidence and expert knowledge, records have been reinterpreted as being either unrecorded or zero catches of
eel.

2.7

Terminology

The terminology used in this report follows what is most often used in fish stock assessment (see for instance
Cadima 2003); Annex A intends to provide a complete overview, including an explanation of all variables. In
comparison to standard fish stock assessment, the relative emphasis on structuring variables by length rather
than age is noted, and the split of total mortality Z into natural mortality M, fishing mortality F and other
anthropogenic mortality H. Other anthropogenic mortality H comprises factors such as mortality due to barriers,
hydropower generation plants, etc. Taking F and H together, total anthropogenic mortality is indicated by A. The
standard phrasing of biological reference points in terms of F is replaced by an eelspecific phrasing in terms of A,
such as Alim for the limit anthropogenic mortality rate, instead of Flim. Since this replacement is generally
straightforward, it is not specifically flagged.
The discussion in this report prepares for (international) postevaluation in 2012 of the management measures
taken in 2009, by analysing data from Lake IJsselmeer up to 2009 on the management measures taken in 2006.
In this report, variables referring to the period before management measures were taken will generally be labelled
as Xpre, in contrast to the variable Xpost, before measures were taken. For the international setting, this materialises
into X2009 and X2012, while for Lake IJsselmeer it becomes X2006 and X2012. In conceptual discussions, the generic
pre and post will be used, while in specific cases and data analysis the referred years will always be made explicit.
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Table 1 Overview of the number of samples and the number of eels caught, for each of the three data sets analysed. Except for the column “eels”, all counts refer to the number of individual
length classes, for which a number of eels has been determined (e.g. one haul with 3 eels of 30 cm makes a single observation, of 3 eels; another haul with no eels of 30 cm again makes a
single observation: a zero).
Year

Electrified trawl survey, 2-mm mesh
Effort
Zeroes Non-zeroes

Samples

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Total

Eels

Samples
number of
samples

number of
samples

sum of hours

number of
records

number of
records

number of
records

number of eels

48

12

510

1,122

1,632

17,874

17
29
15
4
13
43
68
64
74
76
74
84
265
286
178
140
78
50
41
38
38
41
44
46
40

3
5
4
1
2
7
11
11
12
15
14
14
44
49
30
23
13
8
7
7
6
7
7
9
7

507
940
180
49
144
725
928
1,272
1,558
1,477
1,459
1,825
6,796
7,216
3,455
2,566
1,367
1,120
955
916
935
1,208
1,382
1,398
1,063

71
46
330
87
298
737
1,384
904
958
1,107
1,057
1,031
2,214
2,508
2,597
2,194
1,285
580
439
376
357
186
114
166
297

578
986
510
136
442
1,462
2,312
2,176
2,516
2,584
2,516
2,856
9,010
9,724
6,052
4,760
2,652
1,700
1,394
1,292
1,292
1,394
1,496
1,564
1,360

376
1,417
5,209
985
3,938
3,040
7,530
2,551
2,778
7,034
5,090
4,175
7,131
8,348
11,277
9,090
10,634
2,791
1,607
767
1,607
291
150
431
540

100,000

Standard trawl survey, 20-mm mesh
Effort
Zeroes Non-zeroes
number of
records

sum of hours

66
187
93
88
40
40
27
30
46
36
40
34
36
38
65
70
27
29
28
28
45
39
31

16
31
16
14
7
7
5
5
8
6
7
6
6
6
11
12
5
5
5
5
12
10
5

number of
records

2,195
6,354

49
4

2,921
1,298
1,331
877
960
1,406
1,140
1,259
1,118
1,169
1,203
2,078
2,263
902
973
948
948
1,528

71
62
29
41
60
158
84
101
38
55
89
132
117
16
13
4
4
2

Fyke net market sampling, unknown effort, commercial mesh (18-20 mm)
Samples
Effort
Zeroes Non-zeroes
Total
Eels

Total

Eels

number of
records

number of eels

number of
samples

sum of hours

number of
records

number of
records

number of
records

number of eels

897
5
N/A
95
87
33
46
69
251
140
189
88
98
184
293
290
18
14
4
4
2
N/A
N/A

14
12
4
21
63
284
14
27
12
15
11
77
12
142
15
16
16
16
16
28
15
N/A
N/A
N/A
11
7
10
10
10

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

406
355
108
459
1,876
7,902
288
600
263
319
244
1,693
253
3,481
314
335
325
339
339
615
309
N/A
N/A
N/A
241
155
229
240
247

70
53
28
255
266
1,754
188
318
145
191
130
925
155
1,347
196
209
219
205
205
337
201
N/A
N/A
N/A
133
83
111
100
93

476
408
136
714
2,142
9,656
476
918
408
510
374
2,618
408
4,828
510
544
544
544
544
952
510
N/A
N/A
N/A
374
238
340
340
340

536
487
193
3,347
1,848
5,594
2,017
2,293
1,464
2,056
1,711
4,323
984
5,087
1,126
1,209
1,345
1,238
1,277
1,574
1,180
N/A
N/A
N/A
783
541
690
486
493

2,244
6,358
3,162
2,992
1,360
1,360
918
1,020
1,564
1,224
1,360
1,156
1,224
1,292
2,210
2,380
918
986
952
952
1,530
1,326
1,054

10,000

10,000

10,000
1,000
1,000

Number of eels

1,000

Total obs.
Zero obs.

100

100

Non-zero obs.

100
10

Samples

10
Effort

10
1
1980

1
1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

1
1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

Figure 8 Time trends in data availability for the electrified trawl, the standard trawl and the commercial fyke net sampling. See Table 1 for details.
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1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

Electrified trawl survey, 2-mm mesh

Standard trawl survey, 20-mm mesh

Fyke net market sampling, commercial mesh (18-20 mm)

Figure 9 Spatial distribution of the samples being analysed, per gear type (data set) and data year.
Note: For research survey samples, the position is exactly known; little changes in position between years are adequately plotted. For commercial sampling, however, positions are orally communicated in little detail.
Approximate spatial descriptions have been mapped to standard key positions. In this latter case, many samples from nearby positions are all mapped to exactly the same key position, incorrectly suggesting a total
lack of spatial variation. In reality, samples will have been derived from all commercially frequented places, spread all over the lake.
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3

Postevaluation methodology

This chapter will contribute to the discussion on postevaluation methodology at the conceptual level and will
suggest some practical ways forward.
The objectives of the EU Regulation on eel are to protect and restore the stock. The Regulation sets a
common target for the escapement of (maturing) silver eels, at 40% of the natural escapement (that is: in
the absence of any anthropogenic impacts). Since current glass eel recruitment is far below historical levels
(and implicitly assumed to be so due to anthropogenic impacts), return to this target level is not expected
within 34 generations of eel (6080 years), or much longer (up to 200 years or more) even if all
anthropogenic impacts are abolished or stopped. Simply monitoring the recovery, as for instance by
monitoring an expected rise in recruitment or in silver eel escapement, will definitely give such a slow and
weak signal, that it can not be used to postevaluate management measures taken.
Having a closer look at the management process (Figure 10), the Eel Regulation has set a general objective
and a longterm target, but delegates the local management, the implementation of protective measures,
the monitoring, and the local postevaluation to its Member States. At that level, Member States can not
postevaluate the effect of their actions by the actual recovery of their stock, since stock recovery depends
amongst others on actions taken by other Member States. Thus, Member States will have to develop
measurable criteria (reference points), to which the actual state of the stock and the impact of their actions
can be compared. In this chapter, the required reference points and methodology will be discussed.
In section 3.1, a conceptual analysis of the target/limit will be presented; section 3.2 will discuss a range of
(potential) stock indicators and reference points, section 3.3 will discuss what values to apply for reference
points, section 3.4 considers a graphical presentation of indicators and reference points, and section 3.5
finally discusses methodological requirements. The next chapter (chapter 4) will actually apply the
methodology to Lake IJsselmeer data.

Objective

Management

Target / limit

Post-evaluation

Reference point

Assessment

Stock status

Monitoring

Figure 10 Conceptual diagram of the postevaluation process. In the left column, the political objectives (protection
and restoration) have been materialised into targets/limits (40% of pristine silver eel biomass), for which measurable
indicator values will have to be derived (reference points). In the right column, actual management measures affect the
local stock, which in turn will show up in the monitoring data. The postevaluation process comprises the comparison of
stock indicators derived from monitoring data to corresponding reference points (stock assessment), which is
interpreted as a proxy for the required comparison between the (true but unknown) stock status and the target/limit set
(postevaluation).
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3.1

Conceptual analysis of objectives, targets/limits, states

3.1.1

Objectives and framework of the Eel Regulation

The Eel Regulation has specified an overall objective (“the protection and sustainable use of the stock of
European eel”) and set a longterm target (footnote 1) (“the escapement to the sea of at least 40 % of the
silver eel biomass relative to the best estimate of escapement that would have existed if no anthropogenic
influences had impacted the stock”). The Regulation presupposes, that the currently observed low
abundance of recruits Rlow might be related to a low spawning stock Blow, which in turn might be caused by
too high anthropogenic impacts. This implies that the 40% reference point relates to a situation without
anthropogenic impacts, in which recruitment is assumed to restore to the natural level. Presumably, that
natural recruitment level is close to the historical level (before 1980), much above the current low. In the
current context, we will label the historical/natural recruitment level as Rhigh (in contrast to the current Rlow),
though the label “high” should not be interpreted as an indication that historical recruitment was above the
normal/natural level.
The implementation of the Regulation, including the calculation of a concrete reference point and the
implementation of protective measures, is delegated to Member States MSs (See Dekker 2008 for a
general discussion on the structure of the Regulation). Amongst others, MSs are to develop a timeschedule
for the restoration process, which is considered to be a longterm process (decades/centuries; Åström &
Dekker 2007). In practice, most Eel Management Plans EMPs focus on a three year period, the years until
the postevaluation in 2012. Only few EMPs set an intermediate target/limit for this three year period, and
hardly any calculates a true timeschedule for recovery of the population.
In the following, we will describe the background of the EU target/limit (the StockRecruitment relation),
describe the derivation of locally applicable reference points, and discuss a range of candidate reference
points. In the following chapter (chapter 4) the practical implementation of a stock assessment procedure
(comparing monitoring data to reference points) will be discussed.
3.1.2

Stockrecruitment relation

The relation between the size of the spawning stock and the resulting abundance of offspring, on which the
40% limit reference point of the Regulation is based, is known as the “stockrecruitmentrelation”. It is
generally assumed that at low stock abundance, the number of offspring is proportional to the size of the
spawning stock, while at high stock abundance, compensatory mechanisms limit the offspring by some
density dependent process. Several mathematical models have been used to describe the shape of stock
recruitmentrelation (i.e. BevertonHolt as in Figure 11, Ricker) but these all take a similar shape at low stock
abundance, only differing in the upper ranges of stock size, which is of little concern for depleted stocks
such as the eel. The Beverton & Holt type of stockrecruitment relationship reads:

R=

a × SSB
1 + b × SSB

(1)

where R is recruitment strength, SSB is Spawning Stock Biomass, and a and b are (unknown) parameters.
The ecology of eels makes it difficult to demonstrate a stockrecruitment relationship (but see Figure 13).
However, the precautionary approach requires that such a relationship should be assumed to exist for the
eel until demonstrated otherwise (ICES 2002). Consequently, a lower limit to the amount of spawners
escaping to the ocean has been advised of at least 30% of the natural (unimpacted) escapement, though a
50% limit would be better, considering the many uncertainties in eel management and biology and the
uniqueness of the stock (ICES 2002). The EU Eel Regulation follows the principle of this advice, and sets a
lower limit of 40%. Implicitly, the scientific advice and the Regulation assume a stockrecruitmentrelation of

1 The objective of the EU Regulation is quantified as “at least 40%” (italics added). Strictly speaking, that is not a target,
but a limit reference point. In practice, it is often referred to as a target, and earlier EIFAC/ICES working group reports
referred to this reference point as Bpa and Fpa (both being targets), where Blim and Flim (limits) should have been used.
In many sentences, the wording “target” is more easy to use than “limit reference point”. This incorrect word usage will
be avoided here as much as possible, but not at all costs.
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some standard type, in which density dependent processes in the oceanic phase restricts the number of
offspring produced, and hence the effect of a declining spawning stock is (partly) compensated by an
increasing survival of the offspring (c.f. Figure 11 and Figure 12). In this case, recruitment would fall slower
than a declining trend in the spawning stock.
Dekker (2004a), however, explored a tentative analysis of the actual stockrecruitment relation for eel,
based on the assumption that the historical trend in spawning stock size presumably paralleled the
observed trend in landings. This finds a strongly depensatory relation, in which recruitment falls more
rapidly than the spawning stock (Figure 13, data updated to 2006). This contradicts the (implicit)
assumption of the scientific advice and the EU Regulation. Because the assumptions deviate from the
(incomplete and multiinterpretable) historical data, biological reference values derived from observed time
trends will probably deviate from those based on the assumed standard, compensatory stockrecruitment
relation.
In the Eel Regulation, management targets/limits have been set on theoretical grounds. These targets/limits
deviate from potential targets/limits derived from observed time trends. Although the historical time trends
were already known at the time the Eel Regulation was developed (Dekker 2004a, 2008, 2009a), the lack
of understanding of those trends effectively blocked any other decision. In the light of scientific
uncertainties (on the appropriate form of the stockrecruitment relation, more than on parameter
quantification), the Council of Ministers took their responsibility and adopted the current Eel Regulation.
However, the Regulation does also include an obligation to monitor stock, fisheries and other impacts, and
to assess the effectiveness of the Eel Management Plans by country (in 2012) and the Eel Regulation as a
whole (in 2013). Consequently, the mismatch between on the one side the targets/limits and the
corresponding management actions with their predicted effects, and on the other side the historical time
trends and the actual situation as monitored and assessed in the coming years, will inevitably come to the
surface during postevaluations. Additionally, it is quite unlikely that the 2012/2013 postevaluation will
show considerable effects of management restrictions being implemented, because of the late
implementation, the compromised intensity of the measures, and the inherently slow reaction of the
biological stock (ICES 2006). Thus, the difference between theoretical assumptions and actual processes in
the field might still be undetectable in 2012/2013, while showing up lateron (2015 or later). Taking this
later appearance as lighthearted evidence that the theoretical assumption did hold for some years, while
being broken lateron, the postevaluation will become completely confused. It is therefore of utmost
importance, that in the postevaluation process starting in 2012/2013, a meticulous distinction is made
between theoretical considerations and actually observed relations, from the very start onwards.
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Figure 11 A theoretical example of a Beverton & Holt
stockrecruitmentrelation (solid line). On the horizontal
axis, the parental spawning stock size; the vertical axis
shows the number of resulting progeny. The broken lines
indicate the reverse relation: the dependence of the
parental spawning stock (horizontal) on the number of
recruits (vertical) from which it was derived. In the pristine
state (no anthropogenic mortality, A=0), the natural
spawning stock reaches B0 (which is here set at 100 %).
The limit on anthropogenic mortalities Alim is set so that
the corresponding spawning stock biomass Blim comes at
40% of the pristine state B0, while recruitment Rhigh is
close to the pristine 100%.
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Figure 12 The Hockeystick stockrecruitmentrelation
(Barrowman and Myers 2000) is a gross simplification, in
which the curved relation between spawning stock and
recruitment has been replaced by two straight lines,
intersecting at the limit reference point. Åström & Dekker
(2007) used this relation in modelling the dynamics of the
eel population, presuming that this simple relation
adequately represents the relationship at current low
stock status (Blow, Rlow). The hockeystick model will be
used again in sections 3.1.4 & 3.3.2..
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Figure 13 Evidence for a depensatory relation. For
eel, the estimation of spawning stock size and total
number of recruits is practically unachievable.
Dekker (2004a) assumed that a decline in stock
abundance has provoked the downward trend in
landings, which decline will have affected the
spawning stock in a downward direction as well.
Thus, the historical trend in landings can be
interpreted as a proxy for the trend in spawning
stock. The resulting plot does not match the general
form of a stockrecruitment relation: all post1980
recruitment data (red squares) fall below the
expectation (blue broken line, hockey stick). The
observed type of relation is known as a depensatory
stockrecruitmentrelation.

3.1.3

Unus pro omnibus, omnes pro uno

The stockrecruitmentrelations of the previous section apply to the whole population (if the stock is
panmictic, as is customary assumed), or at least: do not apply to individual river stocks separately.
Consequently, the biological limit reference point Blim (set at 40% of the pristine spawning stock biomass B0,
according to the EU Eel Regulation) is primarily an international, wholestock reference point. How does this
wholestock reference point relate to local stock dynamics? What reference points should be set for the
local stock?
The EU Eel Regulation clearly defines (Art. 2.4, underlining added): “The objective of each Eel Management
Plan shall be … to permit … the escapement … of at least 40% of the [pristine] silver eel biomass …”.
Note that this objective does not take into consideration that:
- some areas will have a higher natural stock density than others.
- some areas will have a higher natural survival than others (faster growth, lower predation, etc).
- some areas will have impacts partly compensated for by higher productivity (density dependence).
- some areas have higher percentages of females, or less pollution, or less parasites (spawner quality).
For the international scale, when each and every EMP achieves an escapement of 40%, the total
escapement from the continent will effectively be 40% of the total pristine production. Hence, the EMP
specific objective of the Eel Regulation is indeed sufficient condition to fulfil the stockwide objective.
Additionally, the Regulation sets a Level Playing Field between the countries, in stipulating that each plan
should achieve the same goal in terms of relative spawning stock biomass (relative to pristine conditions).
Thus, local stock management can proceed, as if the global reference points apply locally.
At the local scale, management measures may set a sustainable management regime, ensuring the
required production of 40% silver eel escapement. However, this responsible and sustainable management
at the local scale does not guarantee that the total silver eel escapement from the whole continental
distribution area is indeed at the 40% level, as other areas might defect. If that happens, the current low
recruitment is expected to continue, and locally sustainable management does not earn a stock restoration
on its responsible behaviour. Disappointing as this may be, this situation is not fundamentally different from
the existing one: an urge to implement a sustainable management regime under conditions of low
recruitment. In the current situation, fishing restrictions and other management measures are implemented,
even though the causal relationship between the anthropogenic impacts and the stock decline has not been
proven (Precautionary Approach). Additionally, recovery is expected to take decades/centuries, because of
the longevity of the eel and the extreme depletion of the stock (Åström & Dekker 2007). The return on
protective measures is uncertain (by lack of scientific certainty), is strongly delayed (for biological reasons);
and on top of that: may be jeopardised by defecting partners.
At this local scale, the dependence of spawner production on incoming recruitment and mortality (density
independent) is  in principle  predictable. Assuming that the (global) stockrecruitment relation is also
predictable, this seems to indicate that longterm projections can be made locally, including consideration
of the ultimate stable state. However, because of the dependence
of recruitment on the global stock, the prediction will fail: incoming
recruitment is and remains unpredictable, and the actual local
situation is not likely to reach a stable state, ever. Although the
global stockrecruitmentrelation is the basis for deriving local
targets, the actual stock dynamics will not respond accordingly.
At the local scale, targets for managing the local stock match the
targets for wholestock management, while the expected return on
protective measures (increased recruitment) is (a bit more)
uncertain and delayed, as on the global scale. For the foreseeable
future, the reference points for local stock management conform to
the global reference points, but global restoration will depend on all
areas contributing their share. Hence: One for all, and all for one.
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3.1.4

Density dependent mortality, carrying capacity and reference points, general case

The analysis of the stockrecruitment relation, as presented in Figure 11 to Figure 13 above, follows the
standard setup, in which density dependent processes are assumed to play a role in the reproductive
phase or the larval/young stages, but not in the growing and maturing stages. In many marine fish stocks,
the reproductive and larval/young stages are spatially separated from the main fishing grounds, in socalled
spawning places and nursery areas. Although there is no a priori reason to assume that density dependent
processes play a role only on spawning grounds and in nursery areas, densityindependent models for the
adult phase are widespread and successfully applied for most commercial stocks (see also section 3.4 and
Figure 18 for examples of standard methodology based on assumed absence of density dependence).
For eel, it is generally believed that density dependence might be a factor contributing to dispersal within
rivers, to growth, mortality and to sex differentiation in the continental phase (see ICES 2003 for an
overview), while ICES (2002) assumed on precautionary grounds that density dependence also plays a role
in the oceanic phase. Although the concept of density dependence in the continental phase is frequently
mentioned in eel literature, evidence for and knowledge of the processes involved is almost nonexistent.
Moreover, the general decline in recruitment since 1980, and the decline observed in yellow and silver eel
fishing yields, makes it increasingly unlikely that density dependence still plays a key role in local stock
dynamics (Dekker 2009). However, reference points and indicators of stock status might be quite sensitive
to (assumed or ignored) density dependence, and we therefore explore its potential effect here at a
conceptual level. What difference will density dependence make for the derivation of biological reference
points, for the assessment of the stock and its anthropogenic impacts? In this report, we will not discuss
the methodological problems in detecting and quantifying density dependence, but only consider its
consequences for the current discussion of reference points and stock indicators. To explore potential
effects on biological reference points and stock assessment, Figure 14 presents three scenarios:
1. The first scenario (a & b) has no density dependent effects in the continental phase (pristine stock
levels did not reach carrying capacity);
2. In the second scenario (c & d), carrying capacity limits the stock under pristine conditions, but
presumably not at the limit reference points and certainly not at current low stock abundance;
3. Then a third scenario (e & f) in which carrying capacity restricts the spawner production even at current
low stock levels. In this scenario, the currently lowered spawner production is the sole effect of a low
(declining) carrying capacity, potentially due to anthropogenic impacts (habitat loss, barriers);
4. Finally, a fourth scenario (g & h) in which anthropogenic mortality has increased, while carrying capacity
declined at the same time. This is probably the most realistic scenario, since anthropogenic mortality
(fishing, hydropower) and habitat loss (barriers, pollution) are currently widespread.
For each scenario, two models have been worked out: to the left, the hockeystick type model (Barrowman
& Myers 2000), and to the right the Beverton & Holt type model. For each scenario and model, both the
stocktorecruit phase (oceanic reproductive phase, broken line) and the recruittostock (continental phase,
coloured lines) is implemented in a same type of model: if a hockey stick is chosen for the oceanic phase, a
hockey stick is used for the continental phase too, though with different parameters and reversing x and y.
For each scenario and each model, coloured lines indicate the expected contribution to the spawner
escapement under a range of conditions (green=pristine, red=limit, grey=depleted, inbetween colours for
inbetween stages).
These scenario figures present the stocktorecruitrelation for the whole population and the recruittostock
relation for a local stock with varying degrees of density dependence and/or mortality. As discussed in the
previous section, the actual state of a local stock will probably never be in a stable state, since locally
incoming recruitment depends on the global state of the stock; the stocktorecruit curve thus indicates
where the biological reference points are located, but does not deterministically set (local and global) stock
dynamics. Furthermore, the dichotomy between the second (increasing mortality) and third (decreasing
carrying capacity) scenarios might be rather artificial, since increasing mortality and decreasing carrying
capacity might occur in one and the same place, as in the mixed case (g & h). This fourth group of
scenarios, however, shows a somewhat arbitrary choice of parameters, since variants with more emphasis
on density dependent or more on independent factors will show results that tend more to the second or
third group.
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Figure 14 The influence of densitydependent mortality in the continental phase. In this figure, four scenarios (top to
bottom) have been worked out for two models (left and right). From top to bottom: (a & b) increasing mortality in a
densityindependent scenario, (c & d) increasing mortality in a densitydependent scenario, (e & f) decreasing carrying
capacity in a densitydependent scenario, and (g & h) a mixed scenario in which mortality increases while carrying
capacity decreases. To the left, the simple hockeystick model (Barrowman & Myers 2000); to the right the more
realistic Beverton & Holt model.
For each scenario and model, both the stocktorecruit phase (oceanic reproductive phase, broken line in black) and the
recruittostock (continental phase, coloured lines: green=pristine, red=limit, grey=depleted, inbetween colours for in
between stages) are shown. See text for further explanation. For each scenario, the axes have been scaled, so that
pristine biomass and recruitment always comes at (100, 100). As a consequence, absolute values can not easily be
compared between the scenarios or models.
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For the density independent case (Figure 14 a & b), the survival from recruitment to spawner escapement
does not depend on the density of the local stock. Since the spawner biomass target/limit for the whole
stock is set at 40% of the pristine stock, this implies that a 40% target/limit applies equally to each
individual irrespective of the number of recruits. The maximal biomass per recruit at current low recruitment
equals the maximal spawner biomass per recruit at pristine recruitment. Consequently, the 40% limit/target
for the spawning stock in a densityindependent case boils down to a %SPR limit/target of 40% (the
spawner biomass per recruit expressed as a percentage of the spawner biomass per recruit under pristine
conditions).
In this density independent case, local stock assessment might apply either a mortalitybased (e.g. Alim) or a
biomassbased (Blim) reference point. Though these two types of reference points will have equal longterm
effects, totally different conclusions may be drawn in the short term. For a biomassbased reference point,
the current state of the stock is far below the limit and the target/limit might not be achievable for many
years to come, because of the low recruitment level in recent years and the unlikelihood of a rapid recovery
of incoming recruitment (decades to centuries, Åström & Dekker 2007). If an observed biomass below the
target/limit leads one to decide on an absolute minimisation of anthropogenic impacts (closure of the
fishery, etc.), recovery will speed up in comparison to an approach in which a mortalitybased reference
point is applied; “absolutely no fishing until biomass is recovered” is a higher protection level than an “an
ultimately sustainable fishing level, already at low stock size”. But the inability to achieve the goal might as
well lead decision makers to accept less stringent measures, resulting in poor protection. Almost all Eel
Management Plans (as of 2009) have noted that biomass is far below the limit set by the Eel Regulation, but
only few have drawn a consequence. Instead, protective measures are taken, that do not relate
quantitatively to any reference point. This irrational behaviour makes the biomass reference point effectively
a void concept.
For the second case (Figure 14 c & d), the pristine stock biomass is restricted by density dependent
processes, but (limit and) current biomass is not. Obviously, if the stock would have been close to the
pristine state, the density dependence could have been accounted for in setting a sustainable management
regime. But current stock density is much lower, and density dependence does not play a major role
(Beverton & Holt model), if any (hockey stick model). In the current situation of low recruitment, accounting
for the nownonexistent density dependence would imply that the potential for recovery would not be used
to the maximum, lengthening the decadal/centennial recovery process. As the stock is supposed to strive
under pristine conditions in which density dependent mortality does occur, a recovery of the stock from its
current low recruitment is expected, even when accounting for the nownonexistent density dependence.
For the length of the recovery period, the Eel Regulation does not set any target/limit, making a prolonged
recovery acceptable in principle. However, only very few of the EMPs indeed provide any assessment of the
time schedule for recovery, while most present a time schedule for the implementation of their protective
measures instead.
For the fully densitydependent case (Figure 14 e & f), spawner biomass production is exclusively (hockey
stick model, panel e) or predominantly (Beverton & Holt model, panel f) determined by the carrying capacity
of the current habitat. If spawner escapement has declined, this is attributed to a reduction in carrying
capacity (in either habitat quantity or quality). And if that reduction is due to anthropogenic impacts, only
habitat restoration will restore spawner escapement. Even though a reduction in anthropogenic mortality is
not likely to achieve any effect, a limit on anthropogenic mortality might be considered on precautionary
grounds, and as a timely measure anticipating the situation after habitats have been restored.
In the final scenario (Figure 14 g & h), anthropogenic impacts have both raised the mortality levels and
lowered the carrying capacity. In this scenario, the spawner
production at current low recruitment is effectively limited by
mortality (contrast to e & f), but reducing mortality to its pristine stage
(i.e. setting anthropogenic mortality to zero) is not expected to
restore the stock to pristine biomass, because of the then restrictive
carrying capacity (contrast to a & b). Based on this line of thinking, a
less restrictive biological reference point might be considered,
anticipating the density dependent limitation after stock recovery.
Adjusting the reference point to a new carrying capacity, however,
might slow down the recovery of the stock, or jeopardise that
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completely. More specifically, an adjustment of the reference point does not necessarily result in a
target/limit value at or above the historical biomass level, making it unlikely that the stock will recover.
However, the adjustment based on lowering carrying capacity will only slightly change a mortalitybased
reference point, and will only slightly influence shortterm stock management; that is: the margin created by
anticipating density dependence after stock recovery might be well within the confidence limits of actual
estimates.
A decision tree considering the potential effects of density dependent processes in managing individual Eel
Management Units is given in Figure 15, below. This elaborates and extends the decision tree for stock
wide management, given in ICES (2008, Figure 3.1 on p. 27).
continued monitoring

START

historical density dependence

current density dependence

Is current stock at
carrying capacity?

yes

Is carrying capacity
not reduced by
anthropogenic impacts ?
(barriers, habitat loss, ...)

More recruits than habitat can sustain.
Optional: harvest the excess recruits
for restocking elsewhere.

yes, indeed,
not reduced

Reduce anthropogenic impacts
- increasing carrying capacity.

no, on the contrary,
anthrop. impacts occur

no

Is pristine/historical stock
at carrying capacity?

Success !!

yes

Optional:
Reduce Alim according
to carrying capacity
(slower recovery)

yes

Does spawner esc.
indeed increase?

no

Stable stock density?
Consistently at carr. cap?

yes

yes

Is the time-schedule for
recovery been met?
(speed of recovery)

yes

no

no density dependence

Is current anthropogenic
mortality ≤ Alim?

no
no

no
†

Three potential explanations
Further action required.

Reduce anthropogenic
impacts, reduce mortality

†

"Sustainable" management, but a continued decline.
Three potential explanations might apply:
- too optimistic assessment of one's own state
- too optimistic international reference points (40%)
- recruitment in continued decline, due to
unsustainable management in other areas (blame the others!).

"No" is the prudent answer to all questions.

Figure 15 Decision tree for postevaluation, focusing on the detection and testing of potential density dependent
effects in relation to biological reference points.
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3.1.5

Density dependent mortality, carrying capacity and reference points for Lake IJsselmeer

For Lake IJsselmeer, potential densitydependent stock regulation has been discussed by these authors:
i.
Deelder (1958) discussed the growth of IJsselmeer eel in the 1950s, at high stock density.
Although he discussed potential limitations at even higher stock densities, his conclusion was that
density dependent limitation on growth did not occur at that time.
ii.
Dekker (2004b) discussed potential reasons for the observed decline of the IJsselmeer stock over
the 20th century, focusing on the effect of habitat loss due to polder construction in 1930, 1942,
1957 and 1968. The instantaneous loss of habitat in those years was not reflected in (subsequent)
stock density, suggesting a strong regulation by density dependent processes. However, the onset
of the recruitment decline in the early 1980s, when the stock density had already declined to
approx. 50% of its 1950 value, did result in a further reduction in density immediately, suggesting
the complete absence of density dependent regulation. A densityindependent rise in natural
mortality from 10% to 20% over the period 19502000 might explain the observations.
iii.
Bevacqua & de Leo (2006) presented a model of eel stock dynamics (DemCam), and applied this
model amongst others to the IJsselmeer data. Following the suggestion by Dekker (2004b), they
simulated the historical trend, assuming that natural mortality might have risen gradually over the
years, from an initial 10% in 1950 to 20% per annum in 2000. This simulation turned out to
reproduce the historical trends almost exactly, without assuming any density dependent process.
iv.
Eijsackers et al (2009) discussed the reference points as determined by Dekker et al. (2008) and
Klein Breteler (2008), commenting that changes in carrying capacity should have influenced the
reference points. In particular, the decline in nutrients, the rising abundance of cormorants, the
loss of surface area, and several other minor factors were discussed. Assuming a restricted
carrying capacity (of 25 kg/ha stock density), it is found that reference points indeed are affected.
However, no evidence is presented on the likelihood of the assumed value of 25 kg/ha; no
calculation of the historical carrying capacity is derived; and no reconstruction of the historical
trends under the suggested assumptions assembled.
Considering the Lake IJsselmeer reference points and density dependence, it is noted that:
a. Dekker et al. (2008, pp. 3233) discussed potential density dependence, but showed that the
biomass corresponding to the density independent limit reference point (40% of pristine) did not
exceed historically observed densities (text box 3), making density dependent effects unlikely. That
is: either the first (a & b) or the second (c & d) scenario of Figure 14 applies. On precautionary
grounds, the first scenario was advised. In both cases, a biomassbased reference point is less
effective. Mortalitybased reference points based on the second scenario (assumed density
dependence in the pristine state) will be less restrictive than those based on the first, and lead to a
longer period for recovery. Dekker et al. (2008) refer to the international time schedule of Åström
& Dekker (2007); but the Dutch EMP does not provide a specific timeschedule for recovery (a time
schedule for implementation of management measures is presented instead).
b. The loss of habitat described by Dekker (2004b) and Eijsackers et al (2009) might have reduced
overall carrying capacity. This loss of habitat is a clear anthropogenic impact. Either the third (e &
f) or fourth (g & h) scenario of Figure 14 applies. In the historical situation (19501980), density
dependence was not restrictive; adjusting the reference points for the loss of habitat thus runs the
risk of jeopardising recovery from the current low. The potential effect of loss of habitat therefore
does not change the precautionary advise (Dekker et al. 2008) to apply mortalitybased reference
points derived from the densityindependent scenarios (Figure 14 a & b).
c. The reduction in nutrients described by Eijsackers et al. (2009); either the third (e & f) or fourth (g
& h) scenario of Figure 14 applies. Unlike the previous case of habitat loss, the reduction of
eutrophication achieved since the 1980s (see de Leeuw et al. 2006 or de Leeuw, Dekker & Buijse
2008 for an overview in relation to IJsselmeer fish stocks) constitutes a lower anthropogenic
impact, a return to more natural nutrient levels, suggesting that the second (c & d) scenario of
Figure 14 might be more applicable. For the eel, however, a lownutrient Lake IJsselmeer is neither
the historical situation nor the pristine state. In both the historical (19501980, high nutrient fresh
water) and the pristine state (highly productive brackish estuarine area, Redeke 1907, Havinga
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1945), no nutrient dependent restrictions seem to have occurred. Consequently, lowering the
reference points because of more natural nutrient levels in the current manmade freshwater
system runs a high risk of jeopardising recovery. Mortalitybased reference points derived from the
densityindependent scenarios (Figure 14 a & b) are therefore advisable.
d. The increase in the number of cormorants since 1970 (see de Leeuw et al. 2006 or de Leeuw,
Dekker & Buijse 2008 and the references therein) constitutes a return to more natural conditions.
The impact of cormorants on the current low eel stock is small (van Dam et al. 1995). There is no
evidence that predation by cormorants may increase disproportionally, if the eel stock would
recover. Consequently, the first scenario (Figure 14 a & b) applies, suggesting a mortalitybased
reference point.
In conclusion: density dependent processes in the IJsselmeer eel
stock have not been evidenced and they are not likely to occur
in the current low density state or to have occurred in the
historical state. Adjustment of reference points for assumed
density dependent processes will inevitably lead to less
restrictive management measures (Dekker et al. 2008),
increasing the risk of not achieving the recovery of the stock
pursued. In accordance with the riskaverse strategy of
international treatises (a.o. Rio de Janeiro, Johannesburg) and in
line with the international advice of ICES (2004), we will develop
postevaluation methodology that adheres to the precautionary
approach, further disregarding density dependence.
In section 3.4 below, we will highlight the Precautionary
Diagram, commonly used by ICES (2004) to illustrate the state
of commercial fish stocks and the impact of fishing (Figure 18),
and adapt it to the specific needs of postevaluating eel
management (Figure 20). Running ahead of that discussion, we
note that the Precautionary Diagram presupposes the absence
of density dependence in all but the reproductive phase.
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3.2

Stock indicators, reference points and postevaluation tests

Table 2 Terminology for Biomass B and Anthropogenic mortalities A, for high and low recruitment R, including
observed/observable states (plain text) and calculated/chosen reference points (italics), for a range of mortality levels.
Pre and post2009 indicate the periods before and after protective management measures have been taken.

↓Mortality

Recruitment→ Current recruitment Rlow

No anthropogenic impacts
Target / limit on impacts

Historical recruitment Rhigh

Bbest
(« Blim)

A0=0
Areplace ≈ Alim

Interim target/limit

Binterim

Ainterim

Post2009
Pre2009

Bpost
Bpre

Apost
Apre

Historical status

3.2.1

B0
Blim

A0=0
Alim

Bhist

Ahist

Stock indicators, reference points

Table 2 presents a schematic overview of characteristic stock status indicators and reference points. In the
current situation (pre2009), low recruitment Rlow and high anthropogenic impacts Apre have led to a low
biomass Bpre of silver eels escaping (footnote2). The target/limit of the EU Regulation is defined by high
recruitment Rhigh, restricted anthropogenic impacts Alim, and an escaping silver eel biomass Blim of at least
40% of the pristine biomass B0 that would occur if no anthropogenic mortality existed (at A0=0). Alim is
defined as the mortality level that would result in Blim, if recruitment would have restored to historical levels,
R=Rhigh. Under current low recruitment Rlow, Alim would result in an extremely slow recovery of biomass from
Bpre to Blim, while a slightly higher anthropogenic impact Areplace would keep biomass at its current low value
Bpre. Finally, note that Blim is defined as dependent upon Rhigh, but restoration of Blim might be possible even
at Rlow or A>Alim, as long as other measures (e.g. restocking), produce the desired biomass Blim.
The current state of the stock (Bpre and Bpost, resp. Apre and Apost) are only known with limited statistical
reliability. To accommodate for this statistical uncertainty, two additional reference points can be defined,
Bpa and Apa, that set a statistically safety margin above/below Blim and Alim. This is not to be confused with
the precautious advice given by ICES (2002) to set Blim at 50%, to accommodate for the peculiarities of the
eel (panmictic, semelparous) and the many unknowns in eel biology. However, not (yet) knowing the
statistical uncertainty in Bpost and Apost, no value for Bpa and Apa has been advised or decided. Bpa and Apa are
therefore ignored in this report, unless they have a noticeable influence on the conceptual thinking.

Considering the now typical situation of low recruitment, high anthropogenic impacts, and phased
management measures, the ordering of the indicators and reference points of Table 3 applies.
Table 3 Ordering of stock indicators and reference points, order by increasing biomass, resp. decreasing
mortality. Observed/observable quantities in plain text, calculated reference points in italics.

In terms of biomass:

Bpre

≤?

Bpost

≤?

Binterim

<

In terms of mortality:

Apre

≥?

Apost

≥?

Ainterim

>?

Bbest

<

Bhist

≈

Blim

<

B0

Ahist

>

Alim

>

A0

Under the current low recruitment, only biomass levels in the range from Bpre to Bbest can be achieved, while
mortality levels can be immediately set at any value in the range between Apre and A0, irrespective of
2 The EU Regulation focuses exclusively on biomasses, not on numbers of silver eels (c.f the Swedish Eel Management

Plan). In modelling eel population dynamics (Annex A), the prime focus is on numbers, from which a biomass can be
derived. In discussing the targets/limits, this report focuses on biomasses as well as numbers, using whichever fits
best in the context.
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recruitment. Setting A=A0=0, however, does not achieve biomass B0 but Bbest, due to the limitation set by
Rlow. That is: there is no onetoone correspondence between biomass targets/limits and apparently
corresponding mortality targets/limits. In most cases, the mortality targets/limits are less restrictive than
the corresponding biomass targets/limits, but these are expected to result in a slower restoration of the
stock. Additionally, biomass targets/limits critically depend on recruitment being restored, which in turn
depends on the overall protection achieved for the whole stock.
Interim targets/limits Ainterim and Binterim do not represent biological reference points, but pragmatic
intermediate goals defined by politically determined ambition levels and time frames. In setting intermediate
targets/limits, the choice between a biomass indicator Binterim or a mortality indicator Ainterim is crucial,
resulting in sharply contrasting outcomes. Setting Binterim at a value inbetween the current and the desired
biomass (Bpre < Binterim < Blim) requires that mortality is reduced to a level at which restoration of the stock
occurs, i.e. Ainterim < Alim (footnote 3). Setting Ainterim at a value between the current (high) and the desired
mortality (Apre > Ainterim > Alim), however, accepts that the stock might continue to decline (Bpost < Bpre ) due to
high anthropogenic mortalities. This latter situation occurs, where management measures are implemented
in a stepwise manner, to allow stakeholders to adjust and/or to phase the costs. Obviously, such a
pragmatic stepwise implementation might be more feasible in practice, though it jeopardises the longterm
objectives.
The historical decline of the stock indicates that historical silver eel escapement Bhist was presumably
insufficient to sustain the stock, Bhist < Blim, and hence historical mortality was too high, Ahist > Alim. It seems
rather unlikely, that Bhist and Ahist can be determined, except for a small number of well documented local
case studies. However, the stockwide declining trends in landings (Dekker 2003b) and recruitment
(Moriarty 1986; Dekker 2000a; ICES 2009) indicate that the stockwide values Bhist and Ahist were outside
safe biological limits, but this does not imply that all local stocks were outside safe biological limits, and
hence it does not imply that Bhist < Blim and Ahist > Alim locally. That means that local estimates of Bhist and
Ahist might break the ordering of Table 3.

3 It is stated here that the stock will only recover if A
interim < Alim. On theoretical grounds, an anthropogenic mortality
Areplace slightly above Alim, might stabilise the current low biomass Bpre. Thus, any mortality between Areplace and Alim will
increase the stock, though not fully to the limit value of Blim. In practice, the exact value of Areplace can not be determined
reliably, and the narrow margin between Alim and Areplace is of no practical significance. It is unthinkable that managers
would sensibly target that very narrow margin.
Compare Figure 14, panel b, in which the pink mortality line (the coloured line on top) intersects with the stock
recruitment line (broken) at a value close to the limit, while in panel a, no such intersection exists. An acceptable slope
of the pink line (i.e. an acceptable mortality level Areplace) thus depends crucially on the exact curvature of the stock
recruitment relation, which is not realistically quantifiable (see Figure 13).
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3.2.2

Postevaluation tests

In the above ordering, the relations bearing a question mark are the crucial elements in the
postevaluation: does the suggested relation hold or not? Consequently, postevaluation might
address the questions formulated in Table 4. As before, there is no onetoone
correspondence between biomass test and apparently corresponding mortality tests. And
again, mortality test are generally less restrictive than the corresponding biomass test.
Table 4 Schematic overview of potential postevaluation tests, based on biomass or anthropogenic mortalities,
detecting trends or testing against specific setpoints. Note that the tests are ordered on mortalities (from low to high
ambition), and thus the biomass tests might be unordered (in particular: the maximum achievable is often less
demanding than the longterm goal, Bbest < Blim).

Trend
Biomass B

Anthropogenic
mortality A

Interim target/limit

Longterm targ./limit

Maximum achievable

Bpost > Bpre

Bpost ≥ Binterim

Bpost ≥ Blim

Bpost << Bbest

An increasing trend in the
biomass of silver eels
escaping?

Has the biomass in
creased to the level set
as interim target/limit?

Has the biomass in
creased to the level set
as longterm target/limit?

How far is current bio
mass below the maximum
achievable?

Apost ≤ Apre

Apost ≤ Ainterim

Apost ≤ Alim

Apost ≈ A0

A decreasing trend in
anthropogenic
mortalities?

Has mortality decreased
below the interim tar
get/limit?

Has mortality decreased
below the longterm tar
get/limit?

Is the minimum anthropo
genic impact achieved?

ICES (2009) suggested to test whether the trend in biomass of silver eel escapement has been proportional
to the trend in glass eel recruitment from which the silver eel was derived, i.e. a comparison of rates. This
test will be equivalent to the test on a trend in anthropogenic mortality, since life time cumulative mortality
determines what silver eel biomass is produced per recruiting glass eel. Unless the total life span (i.e.
growth) or natural mortality has changed considerably, the two tests will generate comparable results. In
cases where density dependent processes occur, however, the proportional relationship between incoming
recruitment and subsequent silver eel escapement assumed by ICES (2009) will be disrupted, and the
comparison of trends might give misleading results. In considering mortalities, the potential presence of
density dependent processes might be studied; in considering proportionality of time series, the density
dependent process will not easily be recognised.
Furthermore, the suggested test on proportionality of trends indicates whether a local situation improves
(Apost ≤ Apre), but does not indicate whether anthropogenic impacts are within (interim and ultimate) limits
(Apost ≤ Ainterim, & Apost ≤ Alim). For Lake IJsselmeer, silver eel catch (and silver eel escapement presumably
too) declines slower than (past) recruitment, despite the extremely high fishing impact in an absolute sense.
Finally, an assessment of mortality levels might be completed before a cohort of recruits has fully matured
to the silver eel stage, which allows for timely adjustment of management measures, while a trendanalysis
necessarily lags behind. Because of this earlywarning potential of mortality estimates, and since mortality
estimates are generally more easily derived than escapement rates, precedence is given here to the
mortality based testing over the trend based testing.
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3.3

Quantifying specific values for biological reference points

3.3.1

Biological reference points specified in the Eel Regulation

The Eel Regulation sets a target/limit for the escapement of (maturing) silver eels, at 40% of the natural
escapement (that is: in the absence of any anthropogenic impacts). Since current glass eel recruitment is
far below historical levels (and implicitly assumed to be so due to anthropogenic impacts), return to this
target level is not expected within 34 generations of eel (6080 years), or much longer (up to 200 years or
more) even if all anthropogenic impacts are abolished or stopped. Member States are obliged to develop a
time schedule for the recovery process.
The Regulation thus sets a clear target/limit for the spawning stock biomass Blim , at 40% of the pristine
biomass B0, and stipulates that recovery must be expected within a finite time interval. However, no explicit
limit on anthropogenic impacts Alim is specified. Noting the current deplorable state of the stock and the
current low recruitment Rlow, the biomass limit Blim will not be achievable in many areas. In the sections
below, two different limit reference points for anthropogenic mortality will be derived, the first based on
theoretical considerations, the second on historically observed data and trends.
3.3.2

Biological reference points derived from theoretical considerations

The Eel Regulation specifies a limit reference point for the size of the spawning stock in terms of biomass.
For longlived species (such as the eel) with a low fecundity (unlike the eel), biological reference points are
often formulated in terms of numbers, rather than biomass. Though numbersbased and biomassbased
reference points will differ slightly, a mortalitybased reference point will be derived here, that results in 40%
of the pristine stock numbers.
The number of silver eels escaping to the ocean equals (c.f. eq. (23) in Annex A)

Esct* = N t* × exp

− Z t*

= N t × exp

− Z t* − S t

= Rt − a × exp
− Z t* −

Without anthropogenic mortality, the last factor ( exp

− St −

a

∑ M t − a + i ,i
i=0

× exp

− Z t* −

a

∑ At − a + i ,i
i =0

(2)

a

∑ At −a+i ,i
i =0

) vanishes. Hence, the number of silver

eels escaping, as a percentage of the number that would have escaped without anthropogenic impacts is

% SPRt = exp

− Z t* −

a

∑ At − a + i ,i
i=0

(×100%)

(3)

This is independent of the number of recruits and the natural mortality (unless density dependence is non
negligible). If the limit reference point on the number of silver eels escaping is set at 40%, it follows that

Z t* + ∑ At − a +i ,i = − ln (% SPR ) ≤ − ln(40% ) = 0.92
a

(4)

i =0

i.e. the sum of all anthropogenic impacts, summed over the entire continental life span, should not exceed a
fixed value of 0.92.

Lifetime anthropogenic mortality ∑A should not exceed 0.92
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A lifetime anthropogenic mortality of less than 0.92 will ensure that the numbers of silver eels escaping
remains above 40% of the numbers that would have escaped if no anthropogenic mortality would have been
present (footnote 4). However, the Eel Regulation formulates its limits in terms of biomass, not in numbers.
A biomassbased lifetime mortality limit is so much more complex to derive, because of its dependence on
precise growth patterns, lengthweightrelation, sizeselectivity of the fishing gear and minimum legal size.
However, under realistic conditions, it will always be more stringent than a numbers based limit (since a
biomass based limit puts more emphasis on the larger and heavier silver eels, necessitating a lower
mortality to make the eels survive until that big size). We therefore consider ∑A ≤ 0.92 to provide a
conservative reference point.

4 Note that for a Beverton & Holt type of stockrecruitment relation, a Biomass of 40% of B will result in a Recruitment
0
slightly below 100%, while for a hockeystick relation, it is expected to give just 100%. For the Beverton & Holt type
relation, the recruitment slightly below 100% will in turn reduce subsequent escaping Biomass, etc. To compensate for
this secondgeneration effect, Alim should be set slightly below 0.92. The correct value for Alim will depend on the
curvature of the stockrecruitment relation, which is inestimable in practice (see also footnote 3 on p. 24).
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3.3.3

Biological reference points derived from historical data

Åström & Dekker (2007) presented a mixture of theoretical derivations and data analyses, in order to
create a fulllifecycle model for the eel. In particular, the critical reproductive rate is derived from past
recruitment trends, in combination with lifetime mortality estimates derived from Dekker (2000b). In the
publication by Åström & Dekker, the focus is on a mathematical model, and limit mortality levels as well as
recovery periods are primarily derived by solving the equations numerically. Here, the conceptual line of
reasoning will be summarised in Figure 16, below, focused on the 1980 yearclass, which silvered in 1996
and produced the new 1998 yearclass. According to Dekker (2000b), anthropogenic impacts have reduced
the 1980 cohort by a factor (expressed on logarithmic scale) of 3.25. The 1980 yearclass matured in
1996, and produced the 1998 yearclass, which was observed to be a factor 2.77 weaker than the 1980
yearclass. If no anthropogenic impacts would have been present, the 1980 yearclass would have produced
a factor 3.25 more silver eels than it actually did, and assuming proportionality between the spawning stock
size and the resulting progeny (at the rising limb of the hockeystick stockrecruitment relation), the 1998
yearclass would have been a factor 3.25 stronger than it actually was, and a factor (3.252.77)=0.48
stronger than the 1980 yearclass. A reduction of anthropogenic mortalities to 0.48 would have made the
1998 yearclass the same size as the 1980 yearclass, i.e. it would have stabilised the recruitment trend.
Any mortality below this limit value of 0.48 is thus expected to allow a recovery of the stock, however slow
it may be. Hence, lifetime anthropogenic mortality ∑A =0.48 is the ultimate limit value for recovery. Åström
& Dekker express this lifetime mortality as a percentage of the existing, i.e. 0.48 / 3.25 = 0.14769 ≈ 15%.
Subsequently, Åström & Dekker (2007) develop a slightly more complex model, in which the age of silver
eels is gammadistributed. This more complex model can not as easily be captured in a conceptual diagram
as Figure 16. Since the result of the more complex model did not deviate very much, we will continue with
the simpler model here.
10000
4
3
Expected yearclass
without fishing
0.48

Starting point in 1980
0.00

2
1

<-- Flim = 15%
of current F
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0
-1
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-3
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0.1
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-2
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yearclass 1998
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Lifetime anthropogenic
mortality -3.25
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Recruitment index

1000

-4

2010

Figure 16 A conceptual summary of the analysis of Åström & Dekker (2007). See text above for explanation

Lifetime anthropogenic mortality ∑A should not exceed 0.48

b)

However, reconsidering this line of thinking, there seems to be an inconsistency between the data used
(Dekker 2000b) and the analyses made by Åström & Dekker (2007). Dekker (2000b) analysed the data
presented by Moriarty (1997) and Moriarty & Dekker (1997), using a Procrustean assessment model. Most
importantly, it was assumed that these data were derived from a steady state, in which contemporary glass
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eel catch data could be matched to contemporary yellow & silver eel catch data, as if these were coming
from the same cohorts. The mortality estimates by Dekker (2000b) are crucially based on the assumption
of a steady state. Åström & Dekker (2007), however, analysed the trend in recruitment, and derived
estimates of the lack of a steady state in the population, using the mortality estimates by Dekker (2000b)
without correction. Dekker (2000b) indicates that the mortality estimates given will probably underestimate
the true mortalities. Changing these mortality estimates will alter the Åström & Dekker results.
Replacing the steadystate assumption of Dekker (2000b) by the rate of decline in recruitment actually
observed, leads to another estimate of Alim. Åström & Dekker (2007) calculate that recruitment has been in
decline almost consistently over the past decades by just over 15% per annum. Dekker (2000b) assumes
that the average age of yellow & silver eel is approx. 16 years. The glass eel cohorts analysed will therefore
have been 16*15% (or more appropriately expressed on logscale: 16*0.1538=2.4608, nearly twelve
times as strong) times less abundant than the cohorts from which the contemporary yellow & silver eel
were derived, and the lifetime mortality thus underestimated by 2.4608. Correcting for this
underestimation, Figure 17 results, in which a lifetime mortality of 2.94 would have stabilised the
recruitment trend; expressed as a percentage of existing anthropogenic mortality, this comes at 51%.
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Figure 17 Correcting the analysis of Åström & Dekker (2007) for the observed trend in recruitment. See text above for
explanation.

Lifetime anthropogenic mortality ∑A should not exceed 2.94

c)

At the bottom line, the three values (the theoretical ∑A = 0.92; the ∑A = 0.48 conforming to the published
analysis of Åström & Dekker (2007); and the ∑A = 2.94 of the revised trend analysis presented above) are
rather divergent. The theoretical value is based on %SPR = 40%; the original value of Åström & Dekker
(2007) corresponds to a %SPR = 62%; and the revised trend analysis corresponds to a %SPR = 5.3 %. And
neither of the three %SPR values bears a reasonable relationship to the StockRecruitment relation
suggested by the actual observations (Dekker 2004a, Figure 13).
An improved assessment of anthropogenic impacts and the dynamics of the stock (current, past and future)
is obviously required.
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3.3.4

Lake IJsselmeer stock status and reference points

In this report, postevaluation techniques will be exemplified by application to the stock in Lake IJsselmeer
(the Netherlands). It is noted that on the national scale, objectives have been formulated (optimise fishing,
reduce interactions between fishing metiers, reduce ecosystem effects), but no targets/limits have been
set (de Leeuw, Dekker & Buijse 2008). At the international scale (the scale considered by the national EMP),
specific values for B0, Blim, Bhist , Bbest and Alim have been reported/advised (Dekker et al. 2008, Klein
Breteler 2009, Eijsackers et al. 2009), but no definite values have been chosen in the national EMP (ICES
technical evaluations of EMPs, 2009). Consequently, only the test on trends and the comparison to maximal
achievables can be made.
However, in the following, we will assume that the longterm targets/limits have been set in accordance with
scientific advice as given, and thus the tests on longterm targets/limits can be applied too. Interim
targets/limits, however, can not be determined on scientific grounds. In the national EMP, specific
management measures have been chosen, from which implicit interim targets/limits can be deduced
(mortalities) or approximated (biomasses). Table 5 summarises the indicators and (deduced) reference
points for Lake IJsselmeer, and gives a brief reference to the source or deduction method.
In Figure 17 above, some second thoughts on the analysis by Åström & Dekker (2007) are raised. The
advice, on which the national EMP is based, predates these second thoughts, and therefore, the second
thoughts are further left aside for the time being.
Table 5 Stock indicators and reference points for Lake IJsselmeer. Mortality estimates refer to the yellow eel
phase only. Observed/observable quantities in plain text, calculated reference points in italics.
N/A

Mortality
per annum

A1990
1.0

A2007
0.33

A2012
0.25

Sources

Dekker 2000c

Dekker et al 2008

EMP: season closure,
Ainterim=0.76* A2007
Klein Breteler 2008

Bbest
770

B1950
±360

Blim
3080 †

B0
7700 †

A1950
≈ A1990

Alim
0.08

A0
0
Dekker 2000c

B2012

N/A

Dekker et al. 2008,
Åström & Dekker 2007
See also section 3.3.3.

B2007

Dekker 2004a &
unpublished historical data.

B1990
11

Dekker 2000c

Biomass
in tons

†

Eijsackers et al. (2009) estimate Blim for the whole of the Netherlands at 26008100 t, adding a comment that the best
estimate is presumable lower than the value of 3080 t calculated by Dekker et al. 2008 and Klein Breteler 2008. For Lake
IJsselmeer, the Eijsackerrange would imply an order of magnitude for Blim of 13004050 t.
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3.4

Precautionary diagrams

3.4.1

The Precautionary Diagram used by ICES

The Eel Regulation sets a limit reference for biomass as a percentage (40%) of the pristine biomass, and
leaves it up to the Member States to determine actual reference points for the part of the stock within their
territory. Effectively, the limit of the Regulation being formulated as a percentage, this boils down to a limit
mortality, unless density dependence interferes. It is noted that for biomass, the target/limit is rather easily
determined even under density dependence, but the current escapement is hard to quantify  while for
mortality, the estimates of a limit value strongly depends on the assumption on density dependence, but the
current mortality is relatively easily determined. Depending on the type of reference point chosen, either the
current state or the reference point is hard to quantify. In order to get the best of both approaches, we will
develop indicators for both biomass and mortality, and develop a suitable presentation form in this section.
In its advice on fisheries management,
ICES (2004) applies a traffic light
colouring scheme, signalling the status of
the stock and the impact of exploitation.
The information in the stock status and
the reference points are summarised in a
socalled Precautionary Diagram (Figure
18), in which the criteria and status are
summarised. This diagram presents the
status of the stock (horizontal, low
versus high spawning stock biomass
determining whether the stock has full
reproductive potential) and the impact of
Figure 18 In its scientific advice on fish stock management, ICES
applies a standard terminology to qualify the status of the stock
fishing (vertical, low versus high
(horizontal) and the impact made by fishing (vertical). Source: ICES
anthropogenic mortality determining
2004 (diagram p. 17).
whether the exploitation is sustainable or
not). Obviously, the Precautionary Diagram can only inform about the overall stock status, if the biomass of
the whole spawning stock is plotted and the mortality estimate relates to the whole stock average. In the
current setting (postevaluation of regional eel management), the full coverage of the stock (for biomass as
well as for mortality) is not realistically achievable. In the current, spatially restricted postevaluation, this
type of twodimensional plot can not be used to judge the state of the stock, but it can be applied to
present biomass and mortality indicators at the same time (but: see also Annex C on page 62).
3.4.2

The ICES Precautionary Diagram for Lake IJsselmeer eel

Figure 19 (below) presents the stock indicators and reference points for Lake IJsselmeer in such a diagram;
because of the extreme overexploitation, very high mortality values (in red and orange) dominate the plot.
Values for stock indicators were derived from Dekker (2000c) and Dekker et al. (2008); reference points
were derived from Dekker et al. (2008), the Dutch national EMP and deductions there from. In the absence
of explicit management targets (as opposed to limits), preliminary target values were assumed at 25%
above/below the limit reference points for biomass/mortality.
The Dutch EMP documents a number of management measures, from which a closed season for fishing in
Sept/Oct/Nov has the largest and most immediate effect. Based on the information sources listed above,
an expert estimate of the corresponding mortality and biomass has been made, plotted in Figure 19 as an
interim target. This interim stock indicator is effectively a prediction, for which the postevaluation described
in the remainder of this report will generate a true estimate.
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Figure 19 Precautionary Diagram for Lake IJsselmeer eel stock, indicating the historical trajectory, the biological
reference points and current management options for Lake IJsselmeer eel stock.
Point labels refer to the terminology used in Table 2, or to specific years.
Data taken from Table 5, above, and supplemented by expert estimates.

3.4.3

A Modification of the Precautionary Diagram

The ICES Precautionary Diagram presupposes a stock status in the neighbourhood of the reference points,
which unfortunately does not happen for the eel stock. As a consequence, Figure 19 shows all indicators in
a very narrow vertical strip along the outer left side of the plot, which does not allow a sensible evaluation of
the stock status and anthropogenic impacts; Figure 19 does not provide sensible insight, other than
documenting the wellknown extreme bad status of the stock and the extreme impact of fishing. In Figure
20, a Modified Precautionary Diagram has been constructed. In this modified diagram, the spawning stock
has been plotted on a logarithmic scale, while the annual fishing mortality has been replaced by the lifetime
anthropogenic mortality (to be exact: the cumulative anthropogenic mortality until maturation, which for the
eel equals the lifetime anthropogenic mortality). From the discussion in section 3.3.2, it follows that in this
modified plot, the horizontal axis is directly related to spawner escapement as a percentage of pristine
escapement (as indicated inside the horizontal axis), the vertical axis is related to %SPR (as indicated inside
the vertical axis), and current management options align along a straight line from northwest to southeast
(the broken lines around the current stock status, footnote5). In comparison to Figure 19, the focus in this
new plot has shifted from the unreachable limits/targets, towards the current situation and the different
management options available, while the farout targets/limits are shown in the farout lowerright corner.
The Modified Precautionary Diagram of Figure 20 allows for an absolute assessment of current stock
indicators towards biological reference points on the biomass axis as well as on the mortality axis, and
allows for a quick comparison of available management options, taking into account the linkage between
biomass and mortality. When applying this diagram to other cases then the IJsselmeer stock, all reference
points, stock indicators and predicted management options will have to be adapted accordingly (a simple
procedure in the excel originals). This will move the background colours, historical trajectories, and point
labels to an appropriate position, again allowing for a rapid assessment of stock status and management
options. Additionally, this modified diagram might as well be applied to the whole European stock (if
5

These relations are exact for numbers, and approximate for biomasses.
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spawning biomass estimates and average lifetime mortality estimates become available). This will not only
present the current continental stock status relative to mortality/biomass reference points, but will also
restore the character of the original Precautionary Diagram in judging the biological status of the stock as a
whole. Not having adequate data at hand, this potential use of the Modified Precautionary Diagram is left as
an open suggestion (footnote6).
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Figure 20 Modified Precautionary Diagram for Lake IJsselmeer eel stock, indicating the historical trajectory, the
biological reference points and current management options for Lake IJsselmeer eel stock. In this modified version
(compare to Figure 19), Spawning Stock Biomass is plotted on a logarithmic axis (horizontal), and annual mortality has
been replaced by lifetime mortality (vertical). See Annex A for a detailed explanation and a formal derivation of this plot.
Note that in this modified diagram, the current management options align (almost exactly) along a straight line from
northwest to southeast. Point labels refer to the terminology used in Table 2, or to specific years. Data taken from
Table 5, above, and supplemented by expert estimates.

6 The final draft of this report has been presented to the first meeting of the ICES Study Group on International Post
Evaluation on Eels (SGIPEE) 2010, held in Vincennes, Paris, France, 1012 May 2010. Additionally, a procedure for
integrating national/regional stock indicators and reference points into a higherlevel, eventually stockwide indicator has
been proposed to the meeting (Annex C on page 62 of this report presents this procedure). The modification of the
Precautionary Diagram proposed here, as well as the proposal to construct international stock indicators on the basis
of national/regional indicators, have been adopted by this meeting.
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3.5

Assessment methodology

In this paragraph, several aspects of postevaluation methodology will be discussed. This concerns the
biological processes to be considered, the spatial and temporal demarcation, and the availability of data
support.
3.5.1

Model tuning, assumptions, evidence and tests

The Eel Regulation plans a first postevaluation by 2012. Article 9.1 specifies that in their report, Member
States “shall outline monitoring, effectiveness and outcome, and in particular shall provide the best available
estimates of: “
(a) “ […] the proportion of the silver eel biomass that escapes to the sea […] relative to the target
level of escapement […]“
(b) “The level of fishing effort that catches eel each year, and the reduction effected […]“
(c) “The level of mortality factors outside the fishery, and the reduction effected […]“
(d) “The amount of eel less than 12 cm in length caught and the proportions of this utilised for
different purposes. “
In postevaluating, the existing situation is to be compared to what would have happened, if anthropogenic
impacts would have been at target level (a) or if anthropogenic mortality would have remained unaltered
(that is: the reduction affected, b & c). In both cases, this requires a comparison of the existing situation
(monitoring the stock in the years up to 2012) to a nonexistent situation (at target, respectively under
unchanged anthropogenic impacts). This is fundamentally different from the approach applied in the
compilation of the EMPs in 2009, in which models were fit to the existing situation, a range of potential
management measures were simulated, and the focus was on the comparison of one nonexistent situation
to another nonexistent situation (selection of most adequate management measure). So far, there has been
only one casestudy in which a true postevaluation has been applied to eel (the LVPA, Dekker 2000c. See
Dekker et al.2006 for further discussion), and that application has come to an end, due to discontinued
availability of the required data. The differences between the different setups will be highlighted below.
1. Model design and 2. scenario simulation

PRE

Covariates, e.g.:
recruitment
growth rates
temperature...

Control variables:
fishing effort
min. size...

Stock indicators

Model selection
Parameter tuning

Monitoring data:
total yield
length freq's
surveys ...

Stock indicators

Model copied
Parameters fixed

SIM

Covariates fixed
recruitment
growth rates
temperature...

Control variables
deliberately varied:
fishing effort
min. size...

During the compilation of EMPs, various management scenarios have been simulated, in order to select the
most effective/wanted management measures. In this setup, field data are used to design a model and
tune its parameters (1). Subsequently, various management scenarios are simulated (2): the model
structure is fixed, parameter values and assumptions are kept unaltered, covariates are unchanged, only
control variables (the parameters defining the management actions) are varied. For each scenario, results
are summarised in stock indicators, which are given an interpretation, and which may be mutually
compared.
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3. Standard assessment models

PRE

Covariates, e.g.:
recruitment
growth rates
temperature...

Control variables:
fishing effort
min. size...

Stock indicators

Model selection
Parameter tuning

Monitoring data:
total yield
length freq's
surveys ...

Stock indicators

Model copied
Parameters fixed

Monitoring data:
total yield
length freq's
surveys ...

POST

Covariates, e.g.:
recruitment
growth rates
temperature...

Control variables:
fishing effort
min. size...

For a stock assessment setup, however, new field data are collected after management measures have
been taken, the actual values of the covariates are measured, control variables are measured (or set at
their nominal values as specified in the EMP); the modelstructure is fixed, parameter values and
assumptions are kept unaltered. The application of the model (the “stock assessment”) should ensure that
the influence of the covariates on the stockindicators has been corrected, while summarising all available
information in a few stock indicators. In stock assessment, the stock indicators first and foremost reflect
the information contained in the monitoring data, verifying the effect of the control variables, rather than
being determined by the actual values of control variables. Finally, in stock assessments, the sensitivity of
stock indicators to model structure and parameter values should be small, while the sensitivity to the (new)
monitoring data should be as large as possible.
4. Model-based statistical inference

PRE
Covariates, e.g.:
recruitment
growth rates
temperature...

Control variables:
fishing effort
min. size...

POST

Model selection
Parameter tuning

Monitoring data:
total yield
length freq's
surveys ...

Model copied
Parameters fixed

Predictions:
total yield
length freq's
surveys ...

Covariates, e.g.:
recruitment
growth rates
temperature...

Control variables:
fishing effort
min. size...

Monitoring data:
total yield
length freq's
surveys ...

A third option in statistical model design is socalled modelbased statistical inference. In this setup, the
knowledge on the processes involved is used to construct predictions for the actual observations; that is:
instead of stock indicators (process parameters), one focuses on the primary observation. Statistical
properties of the primary observation are often better known than those of process parameters. This allows
for better/simpler statistical testing of outcomes, but a more complex interpretation if differences are
found.
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Table 6 Summary of model characteristics; see the discussion in the text.
Setup
Model structure & Monitoring data
Covariates Control
parameter values
variables
1. Model design
Selected & tuned
Observed
Observed
Observed
2. Simulating
management
scenarios

Fixed

Not used

Fixed

Varied by
scenario

3. Stock
assessment

Fixed

Observed

Observed

Not used

4. Modelbased
statistical
inference

Fixed

Predicted,
tested against new
observations

Observed

Not used

Stock indicators
Derived,
interpreted
Derived,
scenarios tested
against
each
other
Derived,
tested
against
previous values


All models included in FP6project 022488 LIME (Dekker et al. 2006), except for the LVPA model (Dekker
2000c), were primarily focused on the analysis of the state of the stock (1) and simulation of management
scenarios (2). The model described in Dekker et al. (2008, Annex F) is exclusively intended for exploration
of management scenarios (even unrealistic ones) and has actually been applied to explore realistic options
by Klein Breteler (2009). The topic of this report is postevaluation, for which only stockassessment models
(3) will suffice. The discussion of the Lake IJsselmeer eel stock in the next chapter (chapter 4 on p. 40) is
more or less based on the fourth approach, modelbased statistical inference: results are presented in a
way that makes them directly comparable to the prime observations (abundance by length class and year),
though secondarily, simple stock indicators are derived (total mortality by length class and year).
3.5.2

Biological processes

FP6project 022488
LIME (Dekker et al. 2006) presented an overview of available models of eel
population dynamics, and applied these to a number of available data sets. In the general discussion on
modelling (pp. 2135), a table of biological processes was presented (to which the LIME models are
scored, table on p. 27). This list of biological processes is repeated here in Table 7 (below), though the
content of this table is adapted to the current discussion on postevaluation.
The number of processes considered is huge: migration, mortalities, growth, maturation and reproduction
are considered in general or in great detail, and each process is quantified by one or more parameters.
Consequently, the total number of parameters to be determined is considerable. In the predictive setup of
LIME, this might not have been a major obstacle. In the current postevaluation setup, however, the high
number of parameters implicates that a huge resource of data must be available, which might be hard to
achieve. However, not all parameters are mandatory for postevaluating. Amongst the processes and
variables listed in Table 7, several processes affect the ultimate spawner production only indirectly, and
many are not related to management measures. Figure 21 presents the relationships between processes,
indicating that a lower number of variables can be used in postevaluating. For instance, instead of
measuring environmental factors that affect growth, ageing of eel might give a direct measurement of the
net effects environmental changes might have had on growth. Reducing the number of processes to the
minimum, the following remains (see Figure 21): recruitment + restocking, growth, sex, maturation stage,
natural and anthropogenic mortalities.
For the assessment of the Lake IJsselmeer eel stock, the number of processes considered was further
reduced. First, the extreme overexploitation reduces the abundance of eel above the minimum legal size to
such an extent, that almost the complete stock is either sexually undifferentiated, or differences between
the sexes are minimal (Dekker 2000c). Moreover, the regular sampling programmes are primarily focused
on commercial catches; for the stock surveys, only minor biological samples have been taken (that is: only
length has been measured routinely; weight, sex, etc are only known from small subsamples). As a
consequence, the distinction between the sexes was dropped. Additionally, the extreme overexploitation
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severely limits the number of eels reaching the silver eel stage, and auction statistics of silver eel landings
have been unreliable in the recent past. It was therefore preferred to restrict the stock assessment to the
yellow eel stage. Following the approach taken by Dekker (2000c), only the stock of yellow eel is
considered, and maturation to the silver eel stage is thus considered as a loss to the yellow eel stock,
which is treated as a kind of “mortality” to the yellow eel stock. Finally, restocking has never been practised
in Lake IJsselmeer. The contribution of any eels from outside the lake is known to be negligible (Dekker
2000c), and hence, the contribution of eels restocked outside the lake will be negligible too. All in all, only
the following processes remain to be considered: recruitment, growth, natural and anthropogenic
mortalities.
This casespecific reduction to a minimal number of processes will restrict the applicability of this study to
other cases. However, inclusion of processes that can not be detected in the data set will not give sound
results. And finally, this simple case study may be seen as a first step in a stepwise international effort to
develop adequate methodology for stock assessment and postevaluation.
Table 7 Biological processes contributing to eel stock population dynamics. Partly after Dekker et al. (2006, p. 27),
but strongly modified to fit the current needs.

Measurable

Environment
Recruitment
Restocking
Growth
Sex differentiation
Silvering, maturation
Escapement
Nat. mortality
Fish. mortality
Other anthr. mortality
Migration up & down
Feeding
Territoriality

Restock

Recruitment

Escapement

Operate via others?

growth, mortalities
+
+
+
+
+
?

growth, maturation

+
growth, mortalities
growth
growth, mortalities

Fishing
mortality

Abundance

Maturation

Anthropogenic
mortality

Natural
mortality

Related to
management
measures?
+

+





+
+
+



Migration

Environment

Growth

Feeding

Sex determiniation

Figure 21 Functional relations between the biological processes occurring in the
dependencies. Measurable quantities are plotted in grey.
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LIME models. Arrows indicate
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3.5.3

Spatial aspects

With the exception of glass eel recruitment (and possibly silver eel escapement too), all monitoring in river
basins is sitespecific, that is: results vary within river catchments, partly due to natural processes (e.g.
immigration distributing a cohort over a river basin during many years), but partly also related to manmade
impacts (e.g. migration barriers, trap & transport of recruits, spatially varying impact of fishing, etc.).
Natural variation within catchments is reasonably predictable, but manmade variation is definitely not
completely so. Sampling a restricted part of a catchment will not be indicative for the whole stock within a
catchment. Dekker (2005, country report for the Netherlands, section NL.L) analysed spatial and temporal
patterns in historically available market sampling data, showing that spatial variation exceeded the temporal
variation by far, that parallel temporal trends occurred throughout the study area, that withinyearvariation
was small, but inconsistent between areas. This indicates that spatial variation can not be ignored in
monitoring and postevaluating.
Dekker et al. (2008) suggested two opposing approaches to cope with spatial variation:
a)
Explicit handling of spatial variation. In this approach, the spatial distribution of the stock (by
size, sex, life stage) is explicitly considered, and processes affecting the spatial distribution are
explicitly analysed. This will require spatially diversified sampling, spatially explicit analyses, and
an adequate quantification of migration/transport; or
b)
Lumpsum modelling, in which the stock in the whole river basin is considered as a single black
box. Monitoring aims at representative sampling of the whole stock throughout the river basin,
but assessment of the status of the stock can proceed without considering the spatial
distribution and migration.
The first approach requires a more complex model, and much more detailed data, while the second
approach ignores the spatial differentiation of the stock, but depends crucially on adequate random
sampling of the whole stock in the whole management area. Dekker et al. (2008) stressed that spatially
diverse management (a regional approach, as advocated in the Netherlands) necessitates a spatially divers
monitoring and assessment.
For the current discussion, the assessment methodology will primarily be focused on the IJsselmeer data
set, in which spatial variation plays a minor role (Dekker 2000a). Moreover, the local stock in IJsselmeer
has been shown to have little exchange with the riverine stock (Dekker 2000c), making a separate
assessment of this part of the stock reasonably justified. Finally, parameters of the migration process and
the exchange between stock components are simply unknown. As a consequence, there is only one option
open at this moment: lumpsump modelling of Lake IJsselmeer, as an isolated part of the River Rhine stock.
In 1976, Lake IJsselmeer has been split into two compartments by a dike; in the years before, the dike was
gradually built, and in the years afterwards, the sluices in the dike have been kept more or less closed. To
simplify the current analysis, data have been selected from the northern compartment only, that is: the
compartment having direct access to the sluices in the dike towards the Waddensea.
Finally, note the slight variation in objectives of postevaluation: for the international postevaluation, only the
net productivity of a management unit counts, while for local management, the evaluation of management
measures aiming at improved migration might be essential. For the first, a spatial lumpsum will do, while
for the second, only a spatially explicit monitoring and evaluation will suffice.
3.5.4

Temporal aspects

The objective of designing a postevaluation procedure is to assess the state of the stock, to assess the
effectiveness of management measures recently taken, and to compare the actual state and the impact of
management measures to the targets/limits set. To this end, data are collected and an analysis is run.
Because of the timevarying character of the stock status, as well of the management measures being
taken, the data collection and the analysis methodology should allow for timevarying results. Moreover,
simulation of the expected stock status presented by ICES (2007, reproduced in Figure 22) indicates that in
the shortrun, even major reductions in fishing impact are expected to result in relatively minor changes in
abundance and age composition.
For Lake IJsselmeer, the first major reduction in fishing effort (40%) was enforced in 1989 (Figure 2), but
subsequent assessment of the stock (Dekker 2000c) revealed that the reduction in impact fell short;
apparently, the number of fishing gear had been so high, that efficiency had dropped, or more likely, part of
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abundance of yellow eel

the gear was registered but left unused. In many assessment models and most of the eel stock dynamic
models (Dekker et al. 2006), a proportional relation between fishing effort and stock impact is assumed.
The historical stock assessment for Lake IJsselmeer shows, that this proportionality need not hold in
practice. Additionally, the decline of the eel stock now observed, in combination with restrictive
management measures being taken, will force eel fishers to maximise their costeffectiveness, which will
affect the proportionality between effort and impact again. It is therefore the more important, to include
timevarying parameters in the stock assessment procedures.
High stochastic variation is a recurring theme in the analysis of trends in eel abundance, and explained
variance is typically less than 25% of the total variation (Dekker 1998a, 2000a, 2003a,c). Poweranalysis
(Dekker 2004c, 2005) indicates that increasing the number of samples is a costly solution and
environmental nuisance factors (e.g. water temperature, river flow) will still hide the signal in the data. The
results for Lake IJsselmeer, shown below, will indicate that accurate estimates can simply not be derived
within a single year. Accumulating information, averaging over several years, will simply be required to get a
sensible signal, even if protective management measures would have been introduced immediately and to
the full extend.
Finally, postevaluation of management measures requires that a situation with and without management
measures is being compared. If this is formulated as the comparison of actual observations to predictions
assuming no management measures, the comparison is as strong as the theoretical prediction.
Alternatively, a beforeaftercomparison can be run, in which the situation before and after the
implementation of management measures is compared, adjusting for timevarying perturbations. In this
latter case, data series and assessment methods must cover prolonged periods, and allow results to vary
over that period.

2008
2009
2010
2011

6

8

10

12

14

age (year)
Figure 22 Expected change in agecomposition of a yellow eel stock, following a reduction in anthropogenic impacts
from 0.4 to 0.2 at the end of 2008. Up to three years after such a major reduction, only relatively small changes in
stock composition are expected. (Source: ICES 2007).
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4

Assessment of Lake IJsselmeer eel stock

4.1

Earlier assessments of Lake IJsselmeer eel stock

The eel stock in Lake IJsselmeer has been assessed by:
- Dekker (1987a,b, 2004a) in a purely descriptive Anovatype model of length frequency data by
year and gear type (length*year*gear), yielding a description of the temporal trend in length
compositions, but no analysis of the biological processes growth and mortality; and
- Dekker (1993, 1996, 2000c) by a deterministic model using a transition matrix to represent
growth, yielding estimates of fishing mortality and gear selectivity, but not coping with the high
variance in the data.
In the analysis presented below, these two approaches will be combined: data will be analysed by a
statistical model of length*year*gear, using a transition matrix representing growth, to derive mortality
estimates.

4.2

Model description

In the current analysis, the CatchPerUnitEffort CPUE is used as an indicator of stock abundance. From
equation (19) & (20) in Annex A, it follows that the CPUE in year t is

C t ,i
f gear ,t

= q gear × Sel gear ,i × N t ,i

(2)

and hence the CPUE in year t+1 equals

C t +1, j
f gear ,t +1

= q gear × Sel gear , j × N t , j
= q gear × Sel gear , j × ∑ Gi , j × N t ,i × exp

− Z t ,i

i

=∑
i

=∑
i

Sel gear , j
Sel gear ,i
Sel gear , j
Sel gear ,i

× Gi , j × q gear × Sel gear ,i × N t ,i × exp
× Gi , j ×

C t ,i
f gear ,t

× exp

− Z t ,i

(3)

− Z t ,i

This bottom line expresses the CPUE in year t+1 in terms of the CPUE in the previous year, the annual
growth (transition matrix), the total annual mortality, and a ratio of selectivities. For the fully selected length
classes, the ratio of selectivities will equal unity, but for smaller length classes, it will not. Rather then
assuming some functional form for selectivity, we will postpone the interpretation to the phase of real data
analysis. In temporal comparisons (comparing Zpre to Zpost), no change in selectivity is expected, unless a
change in minimum legal size or mesh size has occurred.
For the specific case of Lake IJsselmeer, major problems occur because of the extreme overexploitation:
the range of length classes in the catch (from the lowest fully selected length of approx. 35 cm (footnote7)
to the maximum length regularly observed, approx. 40 cm) covers just one or two growth intervals. For the
lengthclasses up to 39 cm (35 cm plus one growth interval), estimates express the combined effect of

7 In the IJsselmeer fisheries, the extreme minimum length observed in the catch is 2025 cm, the minimum
legal size is 28 cm, 90% of the catch is between 28 and 35 cm, but full size selectivity is only reached at
approx. 35 cm. The majority of the catch thus fits to the rising limp of the selectivity ogive (Dekker 2000c).
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mortality and selectivity, while for the lengthclasses of 40 cm and above, excessive statistical variation
dominates the estimates.
The mortality Z t ,i quantifies the mortality exerted in year t, on the group of animals that started that year at
a length j. It is noted, that any sampling during the year measures the actual length somewhere during the
summer halfyear, and not the length at the start of the year. Dekker (1987b), however, showed that this is
probably a negligible difference.
Solving equation (3) for Z t ,i , however, requires that Gi , j is inverted; Dekker (1996) showed that Gi , j is
usually so illconditioned, that inversion generates insurmountable numerical problems. We therefore re
formulate Z t ,i , as Z t′, j , the mortality exerted in year t on the group of animals that ended that year at a
length i, so that equation (3) now becomes

Ct +1, j
Sel
C
−Z '
= exp t , j × ∑ gear , j × Gi , j × t ,i
f gear ,t +1
f gear , t
i Sel gear , i

(4)

Fitting the number of eels in the catch per year and length class per unit of effort by an Anovatype model of
year*length, a set of parameter estimates is derived, summarising the catch per unit of effort. Multiplication
by the (assumed) growth transition matrix Gi , j yields an estimate of the CPUE in the next year. Comparison
of the predicted CPUE in the next year, to the actual estimate for that year, then results in an estimate of
the combination of timevarying total mortality and a timeconstant ratio of selectivities.
Results of this type of analysis are shown in Annex B, left hand column, for each of the three data sets
separately. Estimates of the combined mortality and selectivity are labelled as “Z between years”.
The above analysis is based on comparison of CPUEs in subsequent years. This requires an uninterrupted
data series. In most areas in the Netherlands and the rest of Europe, systematic sampling is only just
starting up. Historical data series, such as the ones analysed here, often suffer from lacking data years,
often for trivial reasons. The uninterrupted data series, required by the above method, is therefore a difficult
requirement.
To avoid the requirement of a continuous time series, a slight modification can be made to eq. (4) above,
based on the assumption that length frequencies and CPUEs do not change rapidly from year to year.
Comparing the current length frequency, not to next years, but to the current one (allowing for growth)
results in

Ct , j
Sel
C
−Z '
≈ exp t , j × ∑ gear , j × Gi , j × t , i
f gear ,t
f gear ,t
i Sel gear , i

(5)

Otherwise, this analysis follows the same approach as above. Results of this type of estimates are shown in
Annex B, left hand column, labelled as “Z within years”.
For Lake IJsselmeer, three data sets have been analysed. For the electrified trawl and the standard trawl,
full detail of the data is available, but for the commercial fyke net sampling, only the length composition is
known, but the fishing effort used to catch the samples is completely unknown. In Annex B, left hand
column, it has simply been assumed that fishing effort was constant, which is contradicted by the steep
decline in total landings (Figure 3) in comparison to the fishing effort (Figure 2).
The estimates based on eq. (5) above, however, will be biased by a trend in recruitment, as observed in the
past. Recruitment has been in decline almost consistently since 1980, and as a consequence, CPUEs
dropped slowly too (Dekker 2004b). Thus, eq. (5) incorrectly assumes that CPUEs for next year can be
approximated by this year’s CPUEs.
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Håkan Westerberg (personal communication) suggested a slight modification, in which the historical trend in
recruitment is taken into account. In this approach, an expected CPUE is calculated based on the historical
recruitment trend (Figure 7), under the assumption of no mortality. Using the (assumed) growth transition
matrix Gi , j , an estimate of the expected CPUE is derived by repeatedly applying the growth matrix Gi , j to
each yearclass

Rt − a . Analysing the observed CPUE data by length and year, using this expected CPUE

disregarding mortality as an offset (a partial prediction used as an explanatory variable with a fixed
coefficient of 1.0), an estimate of the total mortality is derived (cumulative mortality until the year t). This
then allows the calculation of mortality+selectivity along the lines shown above, for comparisons between
and within years. Results of this type of analysis are shown in Annex B, right hand column, for each of the
three data sets separately.

4.3

Results

Annex B provides a full listing of all results in full detail. The most striking characteristic is that results vary
to an incredible degree. Estimates of neighbouring years and estimates of neighbouring lengthclasses may
deviate from each other by an order of magnitude. This high variability corresponds with the findings of
Dekker (2000c, 2004b), and agrees with the high percentage of unexplained variance reported by Dekker
(2005). Summarising the results by either 5cm lengthintervals or 5yearintervals (Figure 23), a large part
of the excessive variation is dampened.
Although the (remaining) variance in Figure 23 makes interpretation difficult, all plots show a declining trend
in mortality over the years; for the electrified trawl since the mid1990, for the others since the late 1980s.
This decline is observed over the whole range above the minimum legal size. However, these results do not
show a clear discontinuity in mortality estimates, neither in 1990 nor in 2006, when the major reductions in
effort took place.
The interpretation of these results is not simple. First, the variation is extreme, and secondly, the
interpretation is not straightforward, since gear selectivity and silvering rate can not be separated from
mortality. It is noted, however, that the variation exceeds the biological reference levels, quantified in
section 3.3. We therefore conclude, that the available data sets and the method applied will not be able to
judge whether the actual state of the stock and the anthropogenic impacts are or are not within the limit.
Either data must be grouped over larger intervals (5 years or more, 5cm lengthclasses or wider), or
functional relationships between the estimates and length or year must be enforced on the estimates.
For the comparison of subsequent years versus the interannual comparison (with or without the correction
for recruitment trends as suggested by Westerberg), it is noted that the latter approach produces less
variable results in almost all cases. Either fishing effort was more variable than recorded (which is unlikely
for research survey data), or catching conditions varied due to environmental conditions (e.g. Dekker & de
Leeuw 2001). Environmental conditions (nuisance factors) might be included in the analysis as covariates,
but the interannual comparison is simpler, and less susceptible for errors (e.g. spurious correlations to
covariates).
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For the left hand plots, grouped by lengthintervals:
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Figure 23 Summary of the results: estimated mortality, based on a withinyear comparison. Full results are given in
Annex B on page 52. Here, results are grouped by lengthinterval (left column) respectively yearintervals (right column).
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5

Discussion

The stock and fishery of the European eel have been in decline for decades. Total fishing yield declined
since the mid1960s, while recruitment of glass eel from the Ocean dropped rapidly since 1980. The stock
is considered outside safe biological limits, and urgent protective measures have been advised more than
ten years ago. The decision of the EU to compile and implement a recovery plan was based on
precautionary grounds: the declining trends indicate that protective measures are urgently required, even
though the causes of the decline have not been identified, and consequently, the protective measures are
not known to affect a recovery beyond doubt.
In this report, methods and concepts for postevaluation have been worked out and discussed. Noting that
the scientific basis for the recovery plan was weak (precautionary action), the scientific basis for post
evaluation is even weaker. Though this report was setup to develop quantitative methodology, most of the
discussion concerns the conceptual level. Whereever the basis was found to be incomplete, the missing
concepts have been identified, and optional solutions have been explored.
The decline observed in the past decades has occurred almost throughout the distribution area, indicating
that shared or parallel problems occurred. Stating the objective and setting the target is therefore
necessarily an international issue, while selection of actions and their implementation is most efficiently
organised at lower management levels (Dekker 2008, 2009). Orchestration and synchronisation of the
methodology for the development of Eel Management Plans has been advocated (Dekker 2005) and
initiated (Dekker et al. 2006), but not accomplished: almost all EMPs apply a specific methodology
developed for the particular case at hand. Differences between EMPs are only partly caused by differences
between eel stocks; variation in ambition level and corresponding variation in methodology plays an
essential role.
Monitoring and postevaluation in 2012 will once more be a national/regional process. The framework for
monitoring is predominantly determined by the EU Data Collection Framework, but coordination and
synchronisation between countries is weak. The development of postevaluation methods, however, need
not be a national/regional process at all: international synergy and standardisation will benefit an equitable
judgment of national EMPs. This holds the more for the concepts involved, as discussed in this report. In
the development of the EMPs, a different understanding of crucial concepts such as the target (40% of the
potential escapement, at current low or at historical high recruitment?) and the time schedule for recovery
(the time schedule for achieving a sustainable management regime, or for achieving the full recovery of the
stock) has occurred. It will be very unfortunate if the postevaluation process will be hampered by
differences in understanding and interpretation of the crucial concepts. Hence, considerable attention has
been paid in this report to the definition of the biological reference points, the parallel between international
and national reference points, the potential influence of density dependent processes, the selection of
adequate tests and testing statistics, the selection of an exact value for the reference points, and a
graphical presentation of the state of the stock and fisheries in relation to these reference points. It is of
utmost importance that the conceptual issues witnessed and the solutions suggested in this report are
discussed at the international level, leading to a shared view and an equitable mode of operation for the
postevaluations in 2012.
The Eel Regulation is motivated by the precautionary approach; the target/limit of 40% of pristine
escapement is based on general fish stock dynamics, which does not agree with the historical trends
observed in the eel population. The lack of agreement between presumed and observed processes will
provide ample opportunity for variation in postevaluation methodology and differences in interpretation of
the success of EMPs, leading to disputable scientific advice and arbitrary political decisions.
Managing the eel stock is a complex process, because of the many aspects involved (exploitation, water
quantity and quality management, natural predators, etc.), the regional variation in habitat and eel stock
characteristics, and the varying involvement of nations in the international scientific advisory process.
Standardisation of the methodology and standardisation of the (graphical) presentation of the effectiveness
of implemented protective measures will be required to achieve an equitable political decision process.
Fish stock assessment is a well developed scientific expertise, but eel stock assessment is a nearly void
discipline. Just one single case study has been published, and that case has been discontinued by lack of
continued data of adequate quality. International discussions on models of eel stocks have been confused
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by the character of those models: analysis models, simulation models and stock assessment models have
been mixed (e.g. LIME). The transition from designing EMPs (analysis and simulation) towards monitoring
and postevaluating of protective measures (assessment and postevaluation) will require a major switch in
methodology. The discussion of assessment methodology in this report intends to start that up.
The assessment of the IJsselmeer eel stock and fisheries in this report is definitely a casespecific study,
with characteristics deviating from middleoftheroadeelstocks: Lake IJsselmeer is a spatially restricted
stock, dominated by an extremely overexploiting yellow eel fishery and a very subordinate silver eel fishery,
in which habitat issues and other anthropogenic impacts play a minor role. Taking a helicopter view on the
results presented, it is concluded that no final postevaluation method has been developed: results are not
easily interpretable, highly variable, and conclusions therefore questionable. Though this may have felt short
of expectations, it is mandatory to bring the conceptual discussions and suggested solutions to the
international level first. Finishing the development of a postevaluation methodology completely, if at all
achievable in the limited time available, would have set us outside the international arena.
Therefore, this report is probably best considered as a bundle of essays on postevaluation of eel
management, with a special focus on: 1. the foundation of biological reference points in the stock
recruitment relation, 2. the relation between local stock management and the status of the global
population, 3. the potential effect of density dependent processes on biological reference points, stock
indicators and postevaluation, 4. an inventory of stock indicators, reference points and postevaluation
tests, 5. a graphical presentation of stock status and anthropogenic impacts in relation to reference points,
and finally 6. a conceptual discussion of requirements for assessment models.
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Annex A. The standard fish stock dynamics model
In the main text of this report, reference is made to standard fish stock assessment terminology, based on
the basic model that started with Beverton & Holt (1957). This Annex details this standard model, lists all
symbols used, and provides the basis for the Modified Precautionary Diagram (as shown in Figure 20 on p.
33). This Annex is in no way intended to provide a full description and introduction to fish stock modelling,
but it provides a declaration of formula, symbols and relationships used in the main text. For the
modification of the Precautionary Diagram, however, full detail is provided.
This annex describes the stock dynamics at a local scale, such as within a single river, a river basin district,
or an isolated lake. This covers part of the life cycle from the immigrating glass eel stage to the emigrating
silver eel stage. The remaining phases, notably the reproduction in the ocean, is described in the main text
(section 3.1.2).

A.1.

Recruitment

Let R be the glass eel recruitment into a river basin in numbers per year

Rt

(6)

and assume that all recruits have an initial length of 7 cm. The Den Oever glass eel monitoring (Figure 7)
provides an index of the time trend, but does not quantify the absolute number immigrating.
t is an index of time, usually years.

A.2.

Growth, ageing

In its simplest form: growth is an increase in length, per individual

Lt +1 = f (Lt ) , e.g. Lt +1 = Lt + g

(7)

Since growth in Lake IJsselmeer is unquantified, g is considered to be a constant (linear growth), in the
order of 4 cm per year, but g might vary stochastically between individuals (g = 4 ± 1 cm per year).
In addition to growth, the age of an animal can be determined, usually by reading otoliths. Hence, eels can
be characterised by their age a (units in years). In eel research, it is custom to assign glass eels freshly
recruiting to the continent a hypothetical age a=0, even though these have been born ½ to 2 years before,
in the Sargasso. As a consequence, a = t – (immigration year).
In most fish stock assessments, fish are characterised primarily by their age, not by their length. In
discussing the stock status and deriving biological reference points, this age structure will be applied here
too. In postevaluation of eel stock dynamics, however, it is usually only the final length Lt and the length Lt1
of the same animal in the preceding year, that matter.
The relation between age and length is usually characterised in a socalled AgeLengthKey ALK, a tabular
representation of the number of eels sampled, by age and length. The naming ALK suggests that ages are
converted to lengths, but the opposite is true: the ALK specifies what percentage of a length class belongs
to what age class, length is converted to age.
In postevaluation, the relation between lastyear’s length to thisyear’s length can be characterised by a
lengthlengthtransition matrix, a tabular representation of what percentage of a length class has grown to
what final length (see Dekker (2000c) for an application to eel, and Shepherd (1987) for the original idea):

Gi , j

(8)

representing the fraction of eels of length i growing to length j within a year. In practice Gi,j will be time
varying. For the application to Lake IJsselmeer, however, Gi,j is simply unknown, and therefore assumed to
be exactly conforming to equation (7), using g = 4 ± 1 cm per year, which makes Gi,j totally timeinvariant.
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A.3.

Mortality & Silvering

Let Z be the total mortality, consisting of natural (M), fishing (F) and other anthropogenic mortalities (H). All
mortality rates are socalled instantaneous mortality coefficients, defined either from a differential equation
(not shown) or from equation (14), below. The sum of F and H is referred to as A, the total Anthropogenic
mortality. In standard fish stock assessments, fishing is the dominant (if not the only) anthropogenic impact;
standard models and terminology thus focus on F only. For eel, F and H both represent considerable
anthropogenic impacts, and neglecting H might misrepresent reality considerably. The standard phrasing in
terms of F is thus replaced by an eelspecific phrasing in terms of A, such as Alim for the limit anthropogenic
mortality rate, replacing Flim for the limit fishing mortality rate. Since this replacement is generally
straightforward, it is not specifically flagged in the main text or this Annex.
Silvering of yellow eels constitutes a loss of eels for the yellow eel population. Dekker (2000c) expressed
this silvering as a kind of mortality rate S, paralleling the other mortalities8. In the current setting, this
approach will be followed, thus setting

Z t = M t + Ft + H t + S t

(9)

for length class i or age group a at the start of year t. Since M is unknown, we will assume that it is
constant over time and constant over age/length. S can be estimated from field data (c.f. Dekker 2000c) or
experimentally (Bevacqua et al. 2006), or defined by a simple parametric function (e.g. a logistic curve, de
Leo & Gatto 1995).
Following the silvering process, eels migrate back to the sea. On their way out, they might suffer a specific
silver eel mortality, consisting of silver eel fishing and/or mortality due to the passage of hydropower
stations. These impacts create an additional mortality A*=F*+H*, which only applies to the eels in the silver
eel stage. We will quantify A* in the same units as A, i.e. per annum, even though the silver eel mortalities
probably relate more to the distance covered and the obstacles met, than to time. For eels silvering in a
specific year, the total mortality in that year is

Z t = M t + Ft + H t + Ft * + H t*

(10)

while the total mortality for the remaining yellow eels (nonsilvering) is given by equation (9) above.

A.4.

Population number

Finally, let N be the population number of yellow eels at time t (year). N can be split over length classes i
(cm)

N t ,i

(11)

or over age classes a

N t ,a

(12)

or even over both length and age

N t ,i , a

(13)

depending on the model considered. The context will usually indicate what is intended, but be aware of the
indices. As for N, total mortality Z and the partial mortalities and silvering S will be subscripted by length
and/or age.
For the yellow eel population number N, the transition from year t to the next is quantified by
8

Terminology: S for silvering, Sel for selectivity, X* for parameter X as applied in the silver eel stage.
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N t +1, a +1 = N t , a × exp

− Z t ,a

(14)

and
a

N t +1, a +1 = Rt − a × ∏ exp

− Z t − a + i ,i

i =0

= Rt − a × exp

−

= Rt − a × exp
a

i =0

i =0

∑ M t −a +i ,i − ∑ At −a +i ,i

−

factor

exp

Rt − a × exp

i =0

= Rt − a × exp

The latter expresses the actual population number
population number

a

∑ Z t −a+i ,i
(15)

a

−

−

−

a

∑ M t − a + i ,i
i =0

× exp

−

a

∑ At −a+i ,i
i =0

N t +1, a +1 as the product of the (expected) unimpacted

a

∑ M t −a+i ,i
i =0

, downgraded by the lifetime accumulated anthropogenic mortality

a

∑ At −a+i ,i
i =0

. In considering biological reference points in section 3.3.2, the accumulated

anthropogenic mortality factor will turn out to be an indicator, for which a realistic target/limit can be set at
relative short time intervals (years, rather than decades/centuries).
An intermediate expression, simplifying later derivations, is the average number in the population
over the time interval (t, t+1) for length class i or age group a

Nt = Nt ×
For Z < 0.1,

A.5.

(

1
× 1 − exp − Z t
Zt

)

(16)

N is almost equal to N .

Selectivity, catchability & catch

Fishing gears are selective for length (not for age). Assuming that selectivity (fraction retained by the net)
increases as a sigmoid from zero at small length to a unit plateau at great length (though small meshes
tend to loose the larger fish), we get:
i − L50

−
×ln (3 ) 
L

Sel (i ) = 1 + exp 50 − L25





−1

i − L50

−
L
= 1 + 3 50 − L25








−1

(17)

with L25 and L50 representing the length at which 25% and 50% of the catch is retained.
Alternatively (and preferred in postevaluations, if possible), selectivity is represented by a constant per
length class

Sel (i ) = Seli

(18)

each of which should be estimated independently. Note that the latter formulation allows for selectivity
peaking in midrange.
Since selectivity is gear specific, each of the selectivity parameters is gearspecific too.
Applying fishing effort

f gear ,t and lengthselectivity Sel gear ,i , the fishing mortality is

Ft ,i = ∑ q gear × f gear ,t × Sel gear ,i

(19)

gear
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where

q gear is the catchability, a scaling constant per gear type.

The number of yellow eels caught in the fishery is

C t ,i = Ft ,i × N t ,i =

∑ (q

gear

× f gear ,t × Sel gear ,i )× N t ,i

(20)

gear

Along the same lines, the number of eels silvering is

N t*,i = S t ,i × N t ,i

(21)

and the number of silver eels caught in the fishery

Ct*,i = Ft*,i × N t*,i
=

(

)

(

)

Ft*,i
−Z *
× 1 − exp t ,i × N t*,i
*
Z t ,i

(22)

Ft*,i
−Z *
= * × 1 − exp t ,i × S t ,i × N t ,i
Z t ,i
Note that this latter equation treats Z* and its partial mortalities as if referring to a full year, in accordance
with their definition given above, but this does not imply that the silvering mortality actually occurs in a
second year.
Finally, the number of silver eels escaping to the ocean equals (c.f. eq. (14), and using eq. (15))

Esc = N × exp
*
t

*
t
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− Z t*

= N t × exp

− Z t* − S t

= Rt − a × exp

− St −

a

∑ M t − a + i ,i
i=0

× exp

− Z t* −

a

∑ At − a + i ,i
i =0

(23)
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Annex B. Detailed results for Lake IJsselmeer
The output of the statistical analyses of the IJsselmeer data sets is shown below. Three types of graphs are
given:
 a 3D graph of length*year, in which the color gives the third variable (usually on logscale)
 a line graph, where each line represents a single year
 a line graph, where each line represents a single lengthclass
All graphs apply the same legends. To save space, these legends are shown here:
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Electrified trawl, 1 mm mesh, scientific surveys, effort exactly known
E.

Offset=nil

Offset = log expected abundance =
observed recruitment + (assumed) growth

Length*year = abundance

E.1

Abundance * length = year

E.2

Abundance * year = length

E.3

Length*year = Z within year

E.4
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Electrified trawl, 1 mm mesh, scientific surveys, effort exactly known
E.

Offset=nil

Offset = log expected abundance =
observed recruitment + (assumed) growth

Length*year = Z between years

E.5

Z within year * length = year

E.6

Z between years * length = year

E.7

Z within year * year = length

E.8
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Electrified trawl, 1 mm mesh, scientific surveys, effort exactly known
E.

Offset=nil

Offset = log expected abundance =
observed recruitment + (assumed) growth

E.11

Z within year * Z between years =
length

E.10

Z within year * Z between years =
year

Z between years * year = length

E.9
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Standard trawl survey (Kuil), 20mm mesh, effort exactly known
K.

Offset=nil

Offset = log expected abundance =
observed recruitment + (assumed) growth

Length*year = abundance

K.1

Abundance * length = year

K.2

Abundance * year = length

K.3

Length*year = Z within year

K.4
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Standard trawl survey (Kuil), 20mm mesh, effort exactly known
K.

Offset=nil

Offset = log expected abundance =
observed recruitment + (assumed) growth

Length*year = Z between years

K.5

Z within year * length = year

K.6

Z between years * length = year

K.7

Z within year * year = length

K.8
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Standard trawl survey (Kuil), 20mm mesh, effort exactly known
K.

Offset=nil

Offset = log expected abundance =
observed recruitment + (assumed) growth

K.11

Z within year * Z between years =
length

K.10

Z within year * Z between years =
year

Z between years * year = length

K.9
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Fyke net market sampling, commercial mesh (1820 mm), effort unknown, total sample weight constant
F.

Offset=nil

Offset = log expected abundance =
observed recruitment + (assumed) growth

Length*year = abundance

F.1

Abundance * length = year

F.2

Abundance * year = length

F.3

Length*year = Z within year

F.4
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Fyke net market sampling, commercial mesh (1820 mm), effort unknown, total sample weight constant
F.

Offset=nil

Offset = log expected abundance =
observed recruitment + (assumed) growth

Length*year = Z between years

F.5

Z within year * length = year

F.6

Z between years * length = year

F.7

Z within year * year = length

F.8
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Fyke net market sampling, commercial mesh (1820 mm), effort unknown, total sample weight constant
F.

Offset=nil

Offset = log expected abundance =
observed recruitment + (assumed) growth

F.11

Z within year * Z between years =
length

F.10

Z within year * Z between years =
year

Z between years * year = length

F.9
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Annex C.

Integration of disaggregated assessments
into a higherlevel assessment

The local/regional/national stock assessments, using the Modified Precautionary Diagram presented in
section 3.4.3, can be used to derive an integrated assessment for larger geographical areas (from
individual rivers to river basin districts RBDs or Eel Management Units EMUs, from RBDs/EMUs to countries,
from EMUs/countries to geographical regions, ultimately to a populationwide assessment). The merging of
disaggregated assessments into a single, higher level assessments for spawner escapement biomass
simply adds up the biomasses of the lower level assessments, both for the current escapement and for the
biomass reference points (limit/target/pristine). For the anthropogenic impact, the average of %SPRvalues,
weighted by the (expected) spawner escapement Bbest (if no anthropogenic impacts would have occurred),
can be used. As an example, consider two management units, here labelled as a northern and a southern
unit, which need to be integrated. The %SPR of these two units combined equals

B post
% SPR post

=

Rx
Bbest

Rx

where Rx refers to the recruitment from which the actual spawner escapement was derived. We will not
define Rx more accurately here, since it occurs in nominator and denominator of the above equation, and
therefore cancels out, whatever its exact nature. Thus

% SPR post

=

=

B post
Bbest

Bsouth , post + Bnorth , post
Bsouth ,best + Bnorth ,best
Bsouth, post

=

=

Bsouth ,best

× Bsouth ,best +
Bsouth ,best +

Bnorth , post
Bnorth,best

× Bnorth ,best
Bnorth ,best

% SPRsouth × Bsouth ,best + % SPRnorth × Bnorth ,best
Bsouth ,best +

Bnorth ,best

which matches the average %SPR weighted by Bbest exactly.
Stock indicators for local eel stocks are currently available for only a very small number of case studies.
Several of the EMPs submitted to the EU provide part of the requested information, but estimates of the
current impact (enabling the derivation of Bbest) are frequently missing. The assessment of current stock
indicators has hardly been reviewed; the review by ICES has focused on the distance between the current
and the pristine state, with a minor focus on the current anthropogenic impacts. Hence, we prefer to
exemplify the above technique on artificial data.
In Figure 24, below, this artificial example is plotted. A total of 6 different areas is shown. In this example
area 1 has a sustainable impact, and a biomass slightly below Blim ; area 2 has a low biomass despite a
sustainable impact; area 3 & 4 are too small to influence the overall position of the stock; and area 5 & 6
have an impact above the limit. The overall indicator (sum/av.) shows that the stock is below Blim, and
noting that the impact is too high on average, no recovery can be expected.
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Figure 24, plotting all areas and their sum, provides a direct visual presentation of the overall status of the
stock, and an indication of the variation between areas. This allows for the identification of problematic
areas, which themselves will need further inspection to find the cause for their problem. For the
sum/average, no direct relation between the status and the impacts can be derived from this plot, which is
in agreement with the decentralised structure of the Eel Regulation (Dekker 2008, 2009a).
Note that Figure 24 presents %SPR on the vertical axis, in contrast to Figure 20 giving lifetime mortality ∑A,
(with representative %SPRvalues added inside the axis, but the spacing between the values is non
proportional). The summing/averaging in Figure 24 is based on %SPR (as derived above), and therefore, an
%SPRaxis gives better insight in the relative contributions of the various areas. However, anthropogenic
impacts are more directly related to lifetime mortality than to %SPR, and Figure 20 therefore gives better
insight in the required impact reductions. Area 6 in Figure 24, for instance, has an impact well above the
limit of %SPR=40%. Figure 24 gives a graphical suggestion that a reduction of about ¼ of the current
impact would suffice to reach a sustainable level (orange zone), while in reality a reduction of ½ the existing
impacts is required. Both a %SPRaxis and a lifetime mortality axis having their pros and cons, we make no
choice (yet) and show an example of both in this report (Figure 20, versus Figure 24).
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Figure 24 Modified Precautionary Diagram for an artificial data set. For 6 areas, the stock status is shown,
and the sum/average of those six is added. For each, the size of the bubble is proportional to Bbest, the best
achievable spawner escapement given the recent recruitment.
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